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1: 	G-ENERAL DIRECTIONS 
1:1 Scope 	of 	Specifications 
These Specifications hava been drawn up for' the bridge con- 
struction works of the Finnish Nätional Board oiPublic 
Roads and Watrways to be applied iii bridge works caried 
out both by contractors and by the Board. When applicable, 
these Specifications may be used in constructing other 
similar structures. 
1:2 D o eura ent s 
These Specifications include the general quality require-
ments for the final result 0±' work, construction materiais, 
structures and working method. Similar regulationa andin-
structions are also given in Standard Specifications o± the 
construction field. Directione and instructions confirmed 
bythe State Courcil or the Ministry ofCunia.t1on&ä±1d 
Pub]iC Works as well as acts o±' law and statutes o± the 
Republic of Finland shall prevail over these Specifications. 
Unless otherwise provided herein the Standard Specifications 
and comparable instructions prepared by RIL and other or-
ganizations but not officially confirmed shall be followed. 
The Bridge Plan consisting o±' Drangs and if necessaryof 
Supplementary Specifications for the bridge concerned and 
of any other descriptions of the work shall indicate the 
dimensiona and construction rnaterials of the structure and 
15.12.1970 
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any speciai regulationa concerning the working rnethod etc. 
The Bridge Pian shail prevail over these G-onerai Specifica- 
In addition to Docurnents mentioned above regulationa and 
- instruotions (arnong others, permit conditions stipuiated by 
Water Court) issuedor deiivered:by the National Board of 
Pubiic Roada and Watrwäys bhii be foiiowed. 
The Documents to be followed in contracting as weii as the 
order of prevaienoe of the aarne are deterrnined in the Gen-
eral Conditions for the Contract or in the Contract Agree-
ment. 
1:3 Definjtjons 
A Speciai Permit is granted by the Resident Engineer after 
having negotiated, if necessary, with his superiors or cx-
perts. 
pprovb1e materiais, working methods etc, are those accept-
ed by the National Board of Pubiic Roada and Waterways 
A revision o± Bridge Pian rnay be effected only if perrnitted 
or requested by the National Board of Pubiic Roada and 
Waterways. 
An inapecting authority or an inspector of construction 
works in technicai matters reiated to bridges ja generaiiy 
considered to be the National Board of Pubiic Roads and 
Waterways or a Division, a separate Bureau, the District 
15. 12. 1970 
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Bureau or an appointed person ordered to carry ou iJie ask 
1y the Board. In appiying these Specificati:ons to Building 
Construction Works however, reguiations for inspectiois 
current in the region concerned shall be foiiowed, 
The Resident Engineer is a person appointed by the Natianal 
Board of Pubiic Road's and Wterways as Chief of Construction 
Work carried out by the' Board ör as the Supervi'or of the 
Contract. 	. 
The responsible foreman shali carry the responsibility of 
the Constructor for , the performace of work. He shail be 
adequateiy quaiified in works to be supervised. More detail-
ed regulationa for the tasks and quaiifications of foremen 
:iin concreting works are given in Item 4:1 hereinafter. 
1:4 G e n e r a 1 	Q u a 1' i t y 	R e q u ± r e rn e n t s 
In order to achieve a final resuit of high quaiity proper 
work±ng methods,' construct±on materiais and skiiled labour 
shali •be empldyed ±i. construction work 
The final structure shail have the dirnensions and functioaai 
quai±ties set out on the Bridge Pian. Deviations from theo-
reticai'dimensions shali not be sö large that they wili be 
detrimental to the use of the bridge ör that they wili im-
pair the appearance of'the bridge. 
A final resuit of work with the pr±ncipai dimensione, both 
verticaliy and horizontaliy, not deviating by more than 
± 2 cm from theoretical d±mensions can generaily be con- 
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sidered satisfactory provided that there aro no detrimentai 
'bendo or curves in structures. The requirements for the 
evenneso of the surfacing of the bridge are the sama as 
those of the road uniess otherwise provided on the Eridge 
Pian. 
In instaiiing bearings and expansion joint ao weli ao in 
othe'r works eaiiing for speciai accuracy the toierance jo 
determined more strictiy on the basis of the funotion of 
the structure. Stricter toierance standards aro iso appUed 
for preabricated structures inciudingsteeisupersructures 
of brids. In the.se and in the.ir substructures the toieranoe 
is generaiiy, not more than ± 1 cm from the the oreiic:aIL bear-
ingline. 
More detaiied accuracy requirements concerning structures 
or parts thereof are aiso given horeinafter in connection 
with differen± stages of construction. 
Shouid no requirements hava been given herein or on the 
idge Pian the Constructor shali consider the aocuracy of 
each stage of work In order to achieve the requirements 
specfied-for the final resuit. 
The site and any auxiiiary areas used shali be tidied up 
Scaffoids and other auxiiiary structures shail be stripped 
even from beiow the ground surface if detrimental from the 
point of view of the use of the water system, dredging of 
the route, constructjon rof other foreseeabie structurea, 
farniing or othercauses. (Cf. Generai Specificationsfor 
Road Construction "Common Workst )., 
15.12.1970 
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2: NASURENENTS 
2:1 General 
Equiprnent used inmeasuring work shall be inspected. The 
person earrying dut measurings shall be sufficiently fa-. 
miliar with the principles of geodesy and know the accu-
racy cf euipment at his disposal. Areport shall be made 
ofmeasurements indicating the basic nieasuring points and 
their relation to the setting-out of the road, the method 
and equipment and the final location of structures in the 
selected system of coordinates. Observation series and com-
putations for the principal measurements shall be submitted 
to the Resident Engineer. 
In measuring at least f prefabricated structures and par-
ticularly of large steel superstructures account shall be 
taken of the fact that in the Plans dimensions are given 
at a temperature of ± 0 °C (theoreticai instailation ternper-
ature). 
Directions given in Section "Comrnon Wurks of the General 
Specifications for Road Construction shall be followe'd, 
when applicable. 
2:2 Basio 	Measuring 	Points 
Thebäsic measuringpoints and neessary dimensions fr 
setting out structures are given on the Pian. If necssary 
new basic points shall be computed. and established for the 
15. 12. 1970 
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constructirn O±' a bridge in such manner that there will he 
a suffioient number of such pints visihle during, and Oven 
after the work. The auxiliary pointe shali he permanent and 
within the required range of accuracy. In general two bench 
marks are given on the Pian hoth of which shail he used. 1±' 
one öf the bench marks is far from the bridge site a re-
lible auxiiiary point may he estahlished closer so ±hat 
th rnesuring distance wili havenoeffect on discrepancy. 
Leveiings shail not be closed to the hench mark they have 
been started. 
Iimeasuring .auxiiiary basio points a larger accuracy than 
thatspecified for the.determination of the dimensionsof 
the-..structure shali be ued. These measurements shali al-
ways be closed and leveied out accordingto the. prinoipies 
of geudesy. 
The metbod and equipmen.t shal he seieotedin..vew o±' re-
quired accuraoy. Fr exampie, in measuring the location and 
principai dimensions of a bridge account shali he taken o: 
thesag of th measuring tape asweii as df temprature and 
typical correction factörs. 
In principie the accuracy shali he determined as set ou in 
the requirements for firdshed structures in the Speci±'ica-. 
tions. The accuraoy shail however he considerabiy larger 
than the required accuracy 0±' meäsurements owing to any 
'accuniulation of errors in measuring. Purthermore deviations 
2:3 M e t h o d s 	A c c u r a c y and 
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from theoretical dimensicns are caused by deforrntions in 
scaffoldings and frrmwork, hard to assess, by shrinkage 
and creep cf concrete and by deformations resulting from 
weiding stresses. 
In normal concrete hridges the adcuracy o± ± 1 cm in lon-
itudinai measurements and of ± 0.5 cm in vertical measure-
monts shouid be achieved. 
2:4 C h .e c k i n g. o f 	N e a s u re m e n t s 
Ali the most imprtant measurements, i.e. the daterminaicn 
of the iooation of bridge foundations, shail be checked 
either from other basio points or by using another meas-
uring method. If this is not possibie several measuringe 
shail be carried out. There shail aiways be several obser-
vitions. In the most accurate cases the number of' measure-
ments ehail be as prcvided by the princpies and general 
practice o± geodesy. 
15. 12. 1970 
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3: 	FOIINDATIONS AWD. EARTHWORKS 
3:1 General 
Poundations shail be constructed and earthworks carried 
eut as set out.. on the Bridge Pian. Among other things, the 
foundation pit shail not. he. excavated too deep since f'oun-
ding on refili is forbidden unless otherwise provided on 
the Plans. Reguiating and fiiter courses mentioned later 
herein are not however regarded as hackfiil materiais. In 
view of difficult excavation, suppurting and draining of 
foundation pits a detailed pian shail be prepared and su1-
mitted to the Resident Engineer prior to the commencement 
of such works. 
32 Checking 	Soil 	Survey Resuits 
The •val.idity of ecu surveydata. onwhich the Pian..is. based 
shall he cheoked during the wrk. It shouid he ensurd as 
early as pssible that the quaiity and the bearing capacity 
of the grourid at foundation level correspond te that as-
sumed on the Pian. Variatione in rock surfaces at founda-
tione should aiso he clarified with the iergest possible 
accuracy so that any deviations are known in good time and 
that checking or revising the Pian will not resuit in any 
suspensions in the work. 
Observed discrepancies shali he informed forthwith te the 
Resident Engineer who shail decide whether more detaiicd 
surveys are te he made and whether checking or revising t1e 
1 5. 1 2 • 1 970 
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Pian is justified. 
The performer uf piling shali check ground survey data by 
such a method and with such an accuracy that piles may be 
acquired or prepared in true dimensions. 
3:3 Foundation 	Pits 
3:31 Supporting 
Foundatidn pits shail be excavated with no damage to nearby 
structures. For supporting walis strained by earth pressure 
resulting from traffic, permanent huiidings or from other 
structures, statio computations shali be made and struc-
tural drawings shali. be. prepared and suhmitted to the Resi-
dent Engineer. Uniess otherwise provided payioads set ut 
in. vaiid ioading reguiaticns shali be used in pianning. 
Temporary supprts shaii 1e removed for the part detrimen-
tai in some respeot. If equired, drawings shali be prepared 
for arohives of auxiiiary structures to be ieft underground 
or. iii water. 
3:32 Fxcavating.and Trimming. in the Dry 
In foundatiors on siabs on the ground, excavation operations 
shail be arranged so that there wili be no softening of soil 
on and heiow the foundation ievei. In softuning soil, exca-
vating by machine shali be finished about 10...20 cn above 
the foundation level depending un the type of xcavating 
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machine. 
Prior to casting foundation siabs the fioor of the pit 
shafl be thoroughiy ievefled. Extruding rocks and i± nec-
essary, larger stehes shaif be exoavated at ieast 30 co 
beiow the foundation ievei. Resulting cavities shali be 
fiiiod with compacted coarse gravei or chippings. Unless 
otherwise provided on the Pian the ground underneath the 
foi.mdation siab shali be graded horizontai. Owing to var-
iatjons in foundation. conditions a foundatjon siab on. the 
ground shafl not be stepped uniess the matte is considerod 
a revision of.,the Pian. 
If the soil contains siit, fine sand or other siurrying 
fractions, a gravi r chip iayer abcut 15 cmthick shail 
be spread and carefuiiy compacted un the bottom of the pit. 
Aitrntiveiy, a 10 cm thick auxiiiary slab may be used, if 
nece,ssary, abuvea thin:.gravei or sand iayer. Ii' the bottom 
pf the pit is dry and •here. is nci risk ,of siurrying bfnre 
casting, these measures maybe omitted. 
In foundations beiow the groundwater ievei drainage may fre-
quently he arranged from an open pit hy pumping, for exampie 
when the soil is stahle and impervious. Surnps should be 
p1.ced outside the foundaticn siab aid water should he con-
.veyed into them thruugh drains outside the foundations. 
In order to improve the stability of the siopes 01' the foun-
dation pit ana to reduce the pressure of water rising from 
the bottom of the trench the pit shali, if necessar 	he 
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surrounded by sheet-pi1ing. When the soil isfine sand or 
sand, exeavtion operations beiow the groundwater ievei 
shali aiways be carried cut inside sheet piling. 
Should the ccii hecome 1urried or shouid. the casting of 
foundation siabs be obstructed owing to fiow of water into 
• the foundationpit, a filter course täconvey waterinto 
sumps shaii beaid on the bottom of the pit. The composi-
tion of' the fiiter course depends, arndng other things, on 
the grain size distribution of the soil and on the quantity 
of water.;Theoompo.sition of the fiiter course shaii be de-
terminedse•parateiy for each case. Shouid the soil contain 
f jne sand or finer materiais and shouidthe flow of water 
be large, the fiiowing typeof fiIter ccurse (rom the 
top) may be used: 	- 
- 1 	20 cm pehb]es or chips, dia about 40.,.65 mm 
- 10 dm gravei 
- >5 cm sand 	: 
As for gradation account shali be taken of consolidation. 
When soil layers aro cohesionless and highly or moderately 
pervious the groundwater level shouid pr3ferabiy be iowered 
by pumpingfrom pipe welis piaced around the foundation p.t. 
This method cails fcr the ciarification 0± pormeaiiity by 
means of ground surveys, for a pian prepared by an expert 
and for speciai equipment. 
Unless ctherwise provided en the Pian liii iayers on the 
ground shafl be oornpacted to 95 % of the improved Proctor 
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density (average), that is, a denity of not less than 
95% shall be achieved. This a1sopp1ies for founda±ions 
on backfill materja1as set out on thP1an. 
3:33 Excavating Und.er Water 
If there is he risk of hydraulic fai1tre oing to he flow 
-öf water, the foundatien pit shall b excavated uflder water. 
This can be anticipated if water pumped froni the foundatfon 
pit oarries finer rnteria:1s and starte to sofen 	soi! 
callingfrr discontinuätjLn of purriping forthwith. 'The risk 
of hydraul.ic failureshc.uldhowever be 'ciarified iii dace. 
During excavation obrations the suiface of wätei in th 
foundation pit sha 1 be kept not 1es than 20 bm :aböve the 
surrounding water level. Exoavating undex watr may be ne- 
cessitated also by the large depth ei' water, large fiows 
and diffieul±ies in construeting sheat piling. 
Directions given above shall, when app1icab1e befo11oed 
in trirnming the bottom. Ii' necessary, chipoings or coarse 
gravel shall be used as a regulating course. 
Should it be indicated by thorough studies and ca1cu1atios 
that after constructing the filter course a sufficien - pro- 
tection against hydraulic failure has been achieved, the 
fouiidation pit may be drained and the slab cest in the 
Generally, the foudaticn slab has te be cast under water 
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3:34 Foundations on Rock 
The bases for foundation siabs on rock shali be excavated 
even and horizontai and sioping surfaces ehail be stepped. 
Rock surfaces underneath foundations shail be thoroughiy 
cieaied. Uniess otherwise provided on the Pian, foundation 
slabs ha1i ba cast directiy onto rock. 
Anchor steel bars shown on Drawings may be secured in the 
rock sither before or a±'ter casting of the foundation siab. 
The diametre o± the siot made for the anchor bar ehali be 
not iess than 1.5 times the diametre of the steel bar. 
Direc±ions on groutinganchor see1s are given in Item 4:49 
of Cöncreting Works 
3:35 Frotecting Soil Against Freezing 
Nopermanent structures shail be founded on frozen ground. 
Effective measures shali be taken during construction to 
prevent the ground frL,m freezing. It shii benoted that 
theföundations 6f hridges have been taken down to the 
frot iimit or a iittie beiow the same and consequentiy, 
he foimdaton pits shail for the winter be fiiied to the 
finaiheight uniss heat insulation is used or uniessother 
ineasures are taken te keep the ground unf±'oen. 
3:36 Speciai Directions Cncerning Pile Foundations 
Proper measures shali be taken to stabilize weak soil in 
order te prevent darnages te foundation siabs owing to 
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se±tiement during setting process. In gelieral, 
thick gravel iayer with an underiying timber gi1Iac 
shali pcssibiy he used for this purpuse, 
Shouid stabiiizing measures he eonsdered insufficicn -t, 
a concrete or reinfurced conerete siäb ehali he cast on 
pile heads to carry strains resuItin from casting of the 
foundatjn siah. A formwork supported against piies may 
aiso be used fer this. 
3:37 Sheet IPiling 
Uniess therwise proirided ön the Pian permaient eheet 
piling shown on Drawings shail he made of 3" planks driven 
to a depth not iess than 1.5 m boiow the underside of the 
foundation siah uniess the firm bottbm is reahed higher 
up. Sheet piling shail he fixed into foundations at the 
hdrizontai bracing by means of holts, k/k 100 cm, dia 1". 
When. sheet piling is used te support foundation pite nd 
to form. a mouid for the foundation iäb, they nay generally 
he ieft on piace. Pianks shail he cut off flushwith the 
siah surface, uniess othrwise prbvided, i.e in the permit 
conditions of the Water' Court. In foundätions on soil, 
timbor sheet piling shali not he removed from beiow the 
foundation siab. 
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3:4 F i 1 i n g 
3:41 Files 
General quality reuirements for piles have teen given in 
Standard Specifications for FoudatiorWoks Renförcd 
concrete piles shall be made in accordance with appoved 
Drawings by foliowing regulatione for rnanufacturing pro-
fabricated concrete structures. The permissible tolerance 
in the lateral dimensions or the diametre of the cross sec- 
tio is ± 5 % provided howerer that the cross-sectional 
al'ea shall not be marc than 5 % smaller than the theoreti-
cal cross-sec°tiänal area. The heads of piles shall within 
the permissihle toleranee be traight 'md at right '2ngle 
to-the longitudinal axle .Accuracy requireinents stipulated 
in Item "Concreting Works" shall he followed wlien rein--
focing bars are placed. The distance of bars. from the head 
o the pile shall he not less than 4 cm. Reinforcing bars 
shalln nd case touch the steel shoe at the pie tip'steel 
parts of splices or bond steels fixed into the same. 
Jlamaged piles shall he rejected For example reinfrCec 
cnret piles with exposed.reinforcement ar.e rgarded as 
darnaged. 
During hauling, moving and erecting reinfarced concree 
piles hall he supported at spotsshown on the Pile Dräwirg.. 
Sudden morements and thrusts shall he particuarly avoided 
(af. Item 4:93). It shall he ensured hefore.driving t]iat 
concrete used in piles has attained the design strength. 
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In perrrianent structures, parts of tirnher piles ahove we• 
ter shali he treated. with an approved preservatve usir 
en approved rnethod. 
Reguiations for steel piies are given separateiy for each 
case, 
3:42 Pile Shoes nd Spiices 
Piie shoes and spiices shafl he of an approved type mdi-
dated on the Pian. Spiicing, uniess pravded on the Pian, 
and changing the pile shoe on the he sis f ohecking of 
soii surveys wifl he regarded as a revision of Pian It 
shaii he noted that the parts of a rigid spiiceasweii as 
piie shoes shafl he fixed into reinforoed concrte piies 
during pouring and consequentiy, any changes shail he clar-
ified prior to manufacturing of piles. The use of so-caiied 
socket spiices caiis for reducing the permissihle pile 
ioad. 
llniess otherwise provided on the Pian piies ahail he rnadc 
unjointed to design iengths prescribed in Standard Speci-. 
fications. Jointd piies iess than 4 m in iength sh1i not 
he used. 
A separa -te pian shafl he prepared for extending piles fror 
the head 1y rneans of a reinforced concrete ooiumn 
3:43 Piimng Equiprnen -b and Device 
The piie driver shaii be of such a type thatiies may he 
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driven undamaged down to the required depth and raking. 
When a free-faii hamrner is used, the weight of the hmrner 
shali conform with Standard Specifications. The weight of 
the hammer shail be adjustabie, when necessary. The biow 
on the pile head shail be concentric and the height of 
fali shali be adjustabie within a range of' 10 cm and o± 
5 cm when rock shoes ero used. 
In order to protect the pile he3d against demages en e•-
fective heimet shall be used. Directions given hereinaftar 
on the penetrations and heights of fali of reinforced ccii-
crete piies require t1ia the damping-out and deformation 
properties of the heime -t c6rrespond to three iayers of 
sawn pine core timber of 	afid that during the iast few 
biows °helmet expösed earlierto atieast 300 biows shail 
be used. In driving' rinforced conc,rete piles the auxiliery 
pie--shaii be made ofrsteei: and have en area of not iess 
than 1/4 of the oross-sectona]. area of the pile. 
The direction of the pile shali be adjustabie as required 
on the Pian. Account bing tken o± the quaiity of oii, 
such a piling rig shali be used as wili make it possibie 
to drive the pile to correct direction and iocation within 
the toierancs given hereinaft.er. 
Pile driving machines driven with diesei-power, steam •or 
compressed air can be used only with a separate permission. 
In order to appiy for such a permit, technicai dc te o± bhe 
machine and proper piiing instructions shail be subrritted. 
In driving end-bearing piies use shafl be made only of 
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equipment with a hcavy piston and driiii shall hi adjust- 
abio and controllable when the pile approaohe.s the firrn 
bottom. If necessary,' reference pilihgs by. rnonke:r equiDent 
shall be made to check the driving iistrucicn, 
3:44 JJriving 
Records ahail be kept of driving operations accorJin br er. 
approved formula or separate directions. Data mentiozed ±11 
the Standard Specific -tions.for Foundation Works shall hc 
recorded. The final location nd raking scrtained t 
oheck measurements shall he indiöated in the ile Nap a-
tached to the iling Records. 
Driving shall he started using small heights of fali and 
as. far as there is no significant point resistance in re-
inforced. concrete piles the height shall be kept arnail in 
order to protect the pile against damages resliig fror 
tensile stresses caused by shock wave The situation is 
particularly dangc-rous when theoint, afterhaving pene-
trated hrder courses (ie. emhnkmexit fiil) resulting as 
a significan -b skinfriction, reaches soft soillaycrs, 
In driving reinforced concrete piles a height of foil of 
more than 10 m shall not he used while the height of fali 
in driving tirnber piles ahali not exceed 15.rri providing 
that the hammer is stipended on a singia wire rope. In cose 
of entirely free fali the heights of fali shali be multi-
plied hy 0.8 and by 1 .6 when the hammer ia suspended on a 
double rope. 1±' a haminer weighing more taan 3 tono is usod 
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in driving reinforced ooncrete piles or e heremer eihing 
more ±han 1ton in driving timber piJs, the mamimum heights 
of' fali given above shali be reduced in proportion to the 
weight 0±' the harnmer. 
Whon the pile tip approaches the firm bottom the heirhts 
af fail shali be reduced gradually so that the penetratton 
per biow being leas than three tiies the iargest pemmissibie 
final penetration, the viues given in the Table beiow shs]i 
be used. Driving a point-bearing pile may he ended whon the 
point has reached the firm bottom set out on the Pian and 
when the final penetration .per biow (= e), determined on 
the basis of the ias.t 10-blowseries, is lower than the 
maximum values 0±' the Tabi.e. Mor.eover, :t 	penetration 
during the iast three 10-biow series shail show a contin- 
uous docrease. Th height df driving depending on the 
iength of the pile shafl'confirm as closely aspossihle to 
the value given in the Ta'oid. 
Lorgest permissihle Corresponding height of fafl 
e (mm) when rieight (h) 	(öm) when the iength o±' 
1 e of hammer is,_____ _piieis 
1OIIp 2.ONp 3.OTlp 4..OMp 5 m 10 m 15 m 20 m 
einforced $ 
oncrete 
ile 25x25 rdia 
- 
15 2.2 :30 35 45 50 28 cm 0.7 
einorced 1 
oncrete 
)iie 	• . i 0x30 cm 1.0 1.3 35 45 55 60 
imber pile 2.0 70 85 100 15 
;op 	die 	711 
________ ____ 
4.0. 
____ ____ _____ 
40 
354° 
50 •_L 60 70 50 
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Notes: 
1) The weight of hammer ahail 1e not less than 4.5 Mr.. 
It is provided in the Table that 
- a helmet with a darnping-out coefficient = 2/3 raertioiid 
in Item 3:43 is used in reinforoed concrete pileb' 
- hammer is suspended on a single wire rope 
- there aro no splices in the pilo 
- no auxiliary pile is used 
- the pile has not reached rock or a large stone 
- at least in general, an encl-bearing pile is concernod 
- the relation of the weijght of hanixner to the cornbined 
weight o±' pile, auxiliary pile and helmet is > 1 in con- 
crete piles and ) 2 in tirnber piles. 
For a freely falling hammer, the value of the height of 
fali shall 1e multiplied by0.8 and for a hammer suspended 
on a doule wire rope by 1.6. In driving spliced piles or 
when an auxiliary pile is used, the length o± the pile shall 
be taken as the combined length and furthermore, the height 
offallshll be incr'eaaed as consider3dnecessary separate-!-: 
ly for eachcase, butntbymore' ihan '50 %. itis not nec-
essary to interpolate the intermediate VOlues. Should the 
length of the pile exceed 25 m, driving instructions shaiLl 
be dc-termined separately for each case This applies also 
for cases inwhich thecbnditib 36beihg the usa öf he 
Table cannot bc sotisfied, Should the (lirecticns cause 
troubleduring the work they shall be revised. 
Should. the pile suddenly meet rock or a large stone, driving 
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shail forthwith be 3nded •If the pile ja furnished with a 
rock shoe driving shafl be continued according to direc-
tions given hereinafter. If the piie is equipped with a 
normal pile shoe checks may be made by using heights of 
fail not larger than haif the values of the Tabie to find 
out whether the pile siipa on the surface of rock or tone 
and whether the pile is not damaged. Considering soil sur-
vey resuits and ether reievantfactors, it shail be clecided 
separately for each case whether the pile shouid be re-
piaccd and whether the new pile should have a rock shoe. 
When the pile reaches rock as assumed on the Pian, the 
height of fali shail not exceed 20 cm. If the pile has a 
hardonedrook hoe,drivirrgshaii be continued as foliows: 
- 100 biows with height of fali of 10 cm 
	
- 100 	- 	- 20 cm 
100 - 	- 30 cm 
Ii' it is observed that the piie tip. has penetrated. bythese 
300 biows not iess than 20 mm in rock, the supporting niche 
is sufficient. Otherwise, driving shali bis continued. with 
a height o± fali of 30 cm untii the required ponetration 
has been reached. For the purpose of checking, at ieast 
three (3)  ton-biow series shali then be driven with a height 
o± fali of40 cm. The penetration shaii notexceed 2 : mm 
during a 10-biow serie.s.:If the pile is observedto siip 
on the rock -surface, driving shail be re-commenced wih a 
height of fail f 10: cm. The above directions impiy tha 
ä 3Np hammer suspercIed on 5 sin1e wire repo is used and 
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that the strength category of•concrete is at.least K 400. 
Separate directions are given for each case on drivirg 
friction and. cohesion piles ao weli ao steel piles. 
3:45 Post—]Driving 
The height of the pile heacl shall be leveled imrnediately 
after driving. When ali pilaa of a goup hava baari. driven, 
a new ievöiing shailbe carfied out. Shouid pilaa have 
heaved, post—driving is neöessary. 
3:46 Speciai Piles 
SpecialpiIes inciude, among bthers,cast—in—place rein-
forced concrete pilaa (large diametre piles), for which 
holes are made either by excavating or by driving. Ao for 
dimensions and reinforcement, these pilaa ohali conform te 
the Bridge Pian and meet the accuracy requirements given 
in Item 3:47 ao to location anddirection. 
Unless otherwise provided on the Bridge Pian so—called 
bored pilaa shali be driven down to rock. Reguiations for 
underwater casting shail be followed in concreting. Shouid 
water enter the pouring tube the pile shall not be approved. 
Shouid the quaiity of rock under a bored pile he peer or 
shouid the piie he lht on moraine, two steel tubes, in. 
ternal diametre 2", extended with tightened socket jointa 
shail he ieft in eachpile. After hardening of concrete 
checks shnll emado throuh the tu1es for the firm hoton 
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'beiowthepiie. Moreover, : t1e soil or the rock sha]J. ie 
grouted. with cementmortar. 
The tu.bes of Franki piles or reinforced concrete piles 
cast-in-piace by a similar method shail pr±nariiy be driven 
down te the fir bottom detrrnined on the basis of soil sur-
veys uniess otherwiseprovided on the Pian. Only until the 
ground moraine or a.corresponding coarse soii has been 
reachcd the be. ring capaity o±' the pile may.be asessed by 
so-caiied pi1ing.prmuias. If water enters the casiug tube 
during pouring of Frenki piles, the pile shaii be rejected. 
As for peciai piie directions for eech method shail be 
foiIowed and sul5mitted in compiete form to the Resident 
Enginer prior te the commencement of work. 
3:47 Accur& Requirements 
Uniesa otherwise required by the Pian, the iocation of the 
pile head on the cut-off ievei shail not deviate more than 
30 cm from the iocation indicated on the Piiing Nap, The 
axie of the centre of' gravity of a group of parailel piles 
on the cut-off level shaii not deviate more than 10 cm ii. 
the longitudinal direction of the bridge and. 15 cm 
±ransverse direetion from the theoreticai. iocatjon. The 
raking of an individuai .piie shaii not deviate hy more tha:i 
2 cm frorn that given on the. Pian when measured oer a iength 
of 100 cm.. 
Shouid the Jviation b larger than specifie above the 
static computations of piles shail be revised, If nccessary, 
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the piie group shall hetrengthened y  additionai piles 
conforming to the retised Brid.ge Pian. 
3:48 Driving Sequence 
In a group of paraliei piles the innermost piles shouid 
generaiiy be driven first and driving shouid then be con-
tinued gradually towars outer piies in order to elirninate 
the penetration of' subsequent piles owing to the oompactioiz 
o±' soil by piies driven eariier. Diffiouities may 1e en-
countered partieuiariy in hick fine sand courses. If nec- 
essary, the. Pian shaflbe changed andfor exampie, the 
group of piies may he spiit into a fan-]1ike form in which 
casa the distanoes between pile tips wili increase. 
Shouid ther be en cmbankment pile foundation behind the 
abutment, the piie foundation shafl he constructed before 
piling the abutment, which shail generaiiy he started from 
the hack edge. of the baso siab towards the bridge opening, 
if this sequence ispossibie from the point of view of the 
moveinent o± the piiing rig. 
3:49 Other Directions 
If the piiing rig has to he taken anto a piatform the lat-
ter ehail he of sturdy construction so that the movemont o± 
the piatform wifl no resuit in any dispiacement, defiec-
tion or damage of piies during driving. A speoiai permit is 
required for drivng or excavating from a fioating pontoon 
pia tform. 
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In order to improvE penetretion, water jetting sh1i be 
used.if necessary, and a deta±ied pian of this method•shaii 
hb submitted to th Resident.Engineerprior to the corninence-
rneift of work. 
It rny sepnrateiy be provided on the Bridge Pian that re-
inforc•ed. .concrete piie shii be equipped-with an;inspection 
-tube. The tube, .having en internal diametre of not iess than 
32 mnishali be attached into the pile concentricaiiy. At 
joints, the dc-viation ±'rom the ooncentric position shail 
not exceed 1 mm. The,tube shail be jointed with sockets. 
As for spiiced piles or auxiiiary piies, the joints shali 
be tightened during driving in order to prevent soii from 
entering the inspection tuhe. 
Cheoks shali be made aftrdriiring to ensure that the tube 
is open and straight down to the tip of the pile. 
3:5 Earth 	Fiiiing 
3:51 Refiiiing Foundation Pits 
Uniess otherwise provided on the Bridge Pian oundation 
pite shail be fiiled up to the level of the ground surface 
or to the level of' the road cutting or of dredging of the 
river bed. 
Refiiiing shali be onrried out with care using materiais 
not causing damage to concre±e surfaces and any damp-proo±'-
- ing and tha± the subsequent compaction bf the fili wili not 
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he detrimcntal. In coses when the ±oundation pit wili lie 
even partly below a road, raiiroad or Btreet, the fi1l 
shalr 1e cornpacted: in iayers. The required density is 95 %. 
Tjnderwater fili materiois shall he caarso gravel rich in 
stones or crushed rock. 
Behind the front wall of the a'outment or the wall of the 
frarn the fiil material shali be f:rost-resistant to a dis-
tance o±' not less than 2 •m from the surface of the structure 
facing the ground, measured to the direction rnost di,sadvan-
tageous for the peneträtionof :frost. (Cf. Item 1540 T'Eri-
bankments of Special Structures and Backfiliing Behind 
Bridges' of the General Specifications for Road Construe 
tion). 
Unleas en actual protective layer against orosion is pro-
vided on the Pian, suchcoarse fiil material shali he used 
under woter as will not he carried away hy any curronts. 
In backfilling and compacting foundation pits, one-sided 
earth pressures not provided on the Pian or possihly causing 
extra strains or even displacement of the structure shall he 
avoided (Cf. Directions on backfiliing behind frame bridges). 
3:52 Backfiliing Eehind Bridges 
Backfilling behind bridges shail he carried out in conform-
ance with directions and instructions given in Item 15d0 ci' 
the General Specifications for Road Construction. 
In backfilling behind frarne bridges the differcnce in hcight 
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of fiil behind the wafls shail not ex'eed 0,5 m ii1ePs 
otherwise provided on the Pian. In the transverse direction 
the fiil iayers shouid. 1e made horizontai, 
Shouid the superstructux'e he supported, on one or both cnds, 
on movin hearinga. the back o±' an abutment founded on piles 
shali bebackfiiied up.to:normai embankment height before 
the superstructure ja concreted o.r piaced in final iocation. 
However, other or deviating reguiations for backfiiiing be-
hind bridges may be givenin the Bridge Pian, 
3:6 Facing 	of 	Siopes 
The method of facing ja determined on the Bridge Pian, 
Facings shali conform to Item 1750 of the Gnerai Specifi- 
cations for Road Construction. Grassing of bridge siopes 
shail be made by the method prescribed for the adjacent rcad 
siope, 
It shali be noted that the width of facing on the top dc-
termined in the Bridge Pian is at ieast 1.0 m and that the 
bordriine between the siopes of the bridge and th road 
shafl be sioping backwards (from the bridge) (CfDrswieg 
No, DK/16-10). If there wiii be a gutter in the s1oe, the 
borderiine of fa'cings shaii coincide with this gutter. hoi.. 
ever. 
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i5ehind 	Bridges 
Sweis and Subdrains 
Frop.er steps shall he token to pre•vent water coming froia 
ii-ie road embankment or from the bearing bank to the fifl 
behind the bridge from collecting behind concrete struct-
utes nd from formingone-sided water pressure. 
In most cases the use Qf pervious fili material behind the 
bridge and/or in the foundation pit at proper iocation is 
sufficient. If necessary, sewer or subdrain pipes shall he 
used and holes ahail he reserved in concrete structures. 
3:72 Surface Wates 
The gutter indicated on the Eridge ian shail be.ccnstruct-
ed to convey water coiiecting at the end of the briclgeJown 
along the siope ao that no damage ja caused to the facing 
of-the bride and the siope. 
LTniess other dimensions are given on the Pian the gutter 
shail he made of prefabricated concrete sections, d 	20 cm. 
Alternatively, the gutter may he constructed of stone. 1±' 
there is a stone faoing in. the bridge siope, the guter 
shali aiso he made of stone materisi., The direction of the 
gutter ahali he pereilel te the gradieiit of the siope, 
The opota on the siope cxposed to water from outicts af the 
bridge deck shali he strengthened with a stone or chip 
iayer not icss than 70 cm in thickness end a gutto sa1I 
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'be made to convey waters away as describedaiJ6Ve. The size 
and form of the area to be protected ahail be considered 
separately for each case. It is preferable most frequent1y 
tb p1a- the giitterat the border of the facing o± the un-
dersideand the siope o±' the bridge. The gutters shall be 
embedded on a well compacted isyer of coarse gravel or 
chippings at least 50 cm in thickness. 
... 
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4: 	C0]CP1EPE $TRUCTURES 
4:1 G:ener1 
This -Se.ction of the Specifications deai 	ith ct-in-fi.ce 
concrete, rein±'orced concrete and prestressed as well ao 
prefabricated concrete structures. 
Prirnarily, the current decision of the State Council or 
regulations for concrete and reinforced concrete structires 
as weli as the decision of the Ministry of Cornmunicat:Lons 
and Public Works on the application of the same and oopa- 
rable Standard Specifications for Prefahricated Conoroto 
Structures shail he foilowed in the work. 
The Standard Spcoifications for Prestressod Concrete Struo-
tures and other instructions issued by RIY, RIL or VTT shali 
be foliowed, when appiicable. 
The Chief of Concrete Works ja either the Resident Engineer, 
the foreman of concrete works appointed for the job or ao-
called Chie±' of difficult construction works 0 The Chief of 
Concrete Works shall he responsfbie for the planning and 
performance of ali concreting operations; soaffoiding, form-
work, reinforcement, concreting, stripping of forrnwork and 
scaffoid and for any prestressing and grouting operatione 
ete. 
Structurai and working plans determined hereinafer shail 
he prepared and submitted to the Resident Engineer for 
approval in good time before the start of works. Uo devi.- 
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-tions ahail be made froman approved. ipian wthout a permit 
af the Resident Engineer 
The commencement of each separate pouring operation shali 
be informed in good time for. the arrangement of cheoking 
and.-supervision. Pouring shali not be s'ta:rted without a 
permit of' the ResidentEngineer. 
4:2 Scaffoiding and Formwork 
4:21 Pian 
A pian shailbe drawn up cf'scaffoidilig and of iarger forn- 
work structures. The pian shali consist o± drawings and 
static caiouiations. 
Among other things, the caicuiations shail indicate: 
- construction matcriais and aiiowabie stresses 
- loadings 
- quaiity o,f soil, permissibie strain'and assumed settiement 
defiections and, pre-cambering 
The Drawings shali indicate, among othe thi,gs: 
- construction materiais 
- iadings 
- any restrictions as to the rata af pouring 
- pouring seciuence 
- quaiity of soil and iargest stresses 
-. accurate dimeiasions 
pre-cambering 
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holes for o1eanin of moulds and ccncrein. 
4:22 Ioadings 
In the design ef scaffolding, loadinga during the work 
weig}t and impaots by hau1iag equjpment, labour etc - 
shafl be taken into accou.nt in addition te the weiht af 
structures. 
Tlnless 	more detailed aaloulation o± thcso additional 
loads ja made the live load shall be assumed as 0.30 Ip/n 2 . 
The unit weight of reinforced concrete ahail be assuned ao 
2.5t/m3 in the design cf scaffolding and formwork 
Large scaffolding shall also be designed 'for the wlnd inad 
set out in lcading regulationa as well a for the pressure 
of ice and water. .Si.eway thrusts resulting from ccncretin 
shall be taken into account in the design although they 
were nct calculated in more detail. 
Pouringprssureagainst formwerk shall e determined in 
aceordance with formulas ingeneral use. The rate of pour 
and the time o± setting assumed in calculations sball con-
form t) the rate of pouandconbrete mixtur ised in the 
work. If necessary, the time rf etting shall b dete±mined 
by testing. 
4:23 Deforma±ions and Pre-Cambering 
Should the deflection of beams carrying th ±ormwork exceed 
5 min a pre-cambering corresponding at the largest possihle 
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accurcy to the assumed defiection shali be arrangei. Any 
settiements of' soii or end-bearing piles as wall as defor- 
mations at the jr'ints of timber structures shafl aiso be 
ascessed and conaidered as pre-cambering. 
The pre-cambering cf scaffolding is further affected by 
deflections resulting f'rom daad. load in the..structure as. 
weli as by any other deformations indicated on the Bridge 
Pian. 
4:24 Bracing o± Formwork 
Formwork sheeting shall be braced and tied. with care. Tie- 
rods, spacers and props shall b designed in such manner 
that they will. not. cause anydetriments from the point of 
vic-w of the strength or the appearance of the structure. 
Tie-rods on visible concrete surfaces shail be removed or 
cut off at a depth cf nct lesa than 3 cm. No holes shail be 
made by tie-rods at locations in which surface waters may 
stain c-xposed concretesurfaces. In structuresexposed to 
water pressure ti.u-rods shail be of approved type (i.e. 
boit with welded fienge 5xlOOxlOO). Wooden or cardboard 
spacers and props shall not be left in oncretewithout 5 
separate permission. 
Tubesorsimiiar mouids for holicws shall be tied into beams 
carrying the moulds or into the joists. The design of ties 
ja determined by the upiif't resulting from concrete mixiure. 
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H25 Irawcrk Shc•tin 
In sur±e.ce exposed to view th 1ini: boerdc r öo; 
anc ii irni1ar cctions ehail he iaoed vertica1i 	d 
ahutments or superstrucures horizontaily unie 	otherwise 
provJd on the Bridge Pin In curveci uDerJtruccures 
bcerd shail fn general foiiW th fori of:i br.i.ge. 
In exposed surfaces, clean hoard pianed frcm three sides 
(dimensioned) shali he used and the rough face shail he 
piaced against concrete. Jointa shail he piaced at the 
joists. The use of tongued and grooved boards ahail he pre-
scrihd separately for each case. Lining sheets maybe used 
only with a separate prmission. In other surfaies, good 
1oard of unjform thicknesS or simiior•shee material shall 
he used. 
Extruding corners shall he chamfered 2x2 cm unlesa other-
wise.provided on the Bridge Pian 0 
The expansiön cf timber w•hen sprinkied with watr sholl he 
taken into account in preparing formwork. 
4:26 Openings for Fouring 
The formwork ahali he provided with s suf±icient aunt f 
cpenings to he ciosd during the work, thrcgh wh.eh con-
crete riey he poured iato the möulds and compacted. The num-
ber of such openings depends, among oter thing, on the 
dirnensLcns of the structure, on tho spacing of reinforae 
ment, on the reouTL::2ements speoified for den 	t» cencrete 
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and on available machinery and it ahali be cnsidered sep-
ar3tely for each case. 
1±' possi1ie, these openings shail be piaced on the sides 
fabing the ground. Closing of holes shail be effedted. in 
such mannr that there will be no defects, at least in 
visibie surfaces and consequentiy, parts temporarily re-
moved. from the original formwork should be used for closing. 
4:27 Trimm,ing Before Pouring 
Prior tö the start of pouring the moulds shali be thorough-
iy sprinkled. Boards shall be made wet deeply. This gen-
erally means that the formwork shall be kept wet at ieast 
for one day. The sur±'ace of the moulds may lecome dry just 
beföre pouring. 
A separate permit is required for the use of shutter ojia. 
Prior te pouring, ali waste, ice and snow as we-li as ponded 
water shall be.rernoved. If necessary, holesshall be left 
for this purpose in the formwork. 
4:28 Pouring Sequence 
In pianning of scaffoidLngal1owance shaii.be made forthe 
pouring sequence presoribed -on the Bridge Pian. Tiniess a 
pouring sequencehas been gven in the Bridge Pian,. it. 
shali be determined in connecton with design of scaffoid-
ing. 
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The general principle in pienning the pouring sequence 
shall be that no damage shall be incurredto concrete in 
setting process by deformations o' the scaffolding. The 
shrinkage of concrute and pouring capacity are also foctors 
affecting the pouring sequence and the spacing ef consruc-
tion jointa. 
4:29 Other Directions 
Scaffolding may be founded on frozen greund only in the 
case that there will be not enoughtime for melting before 
concrete has reached the strength calling for stripping of 
scaffolding. Effoctive measures shall always be takento 
ensure that melting, flow of surface waters, pressure cf 
water and ice eto. will not soften or scour soil under-
neath scaffoldings or cause other damage to them. 
N detr.imental impacts shall be caused to the structure by 
stripping of scaffolding. The'sciffildirg o± arched end if 
necessary, of beam bridges shall be provided with adjust-
able hoisting device by wh3ch the scaffolding may be lowered 
as complete sections by 2...3 cm. 
As to load-carrying capacity, deformationa and adjusting 
device, the structure of secialscafcl.ing equipmnt ahail 
be öf reliable type. Careful checks shll ibe made during 
erec - ion that pats destroyed by corroion ur ear or 
otherwise damaged. are replaced by gocd nes. Directions 
for erecting given by the manufecturer shall be folloed. 
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In steel scffc1ding, joints based on friction shall not 
1e used in other than transverse and diagpnal bracing 
stiffening the strucure unless these joints have been 
made os set out in Item 5:34 hereina±'ter. Tie joints.used 
in bracings shall be of approved type. Care ahali betaken 
in installingtie jointsto ensure that •there will •be an 
effective pressure at the joint. 
Scaffoldings for prestressed structures shall show for 
ifree movement during prestressing. Horizontal and diagonal 
racings may be removed as required after hardening of 
concrete. The load-carrying capacity of scaffoldings. shahl 
not however be endangered. When flexib].e supports aro uscd 
- 	cnre shal]i be taken to enaure that the structure wihl not 
be supported by scaffolding after fuhi prestressing has 
been achieved. 
Shuttors for inside surfaces of box beams shall genorally 
•be stripped, which shahl be taken into account in the de- 
sign of shutters and in planning cfworks. The formwork 
may be left in phace only with a separate permission. 
The material used for shuttering hohiows shall be resistant 
tostresses •by weather and pouring of concrete inoluding 
moisture. 
iPrior te the start of concreting scaffcldings and form-
work shahl bo inspected and approved. It shahl be ascer-
±ained in the inspection that scaffoldings and formwork 
conform o the Dralligs of b6th iaieiit tiucture and 
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of scaffoldings md. fcrmwork. Uniess stricter requirmeiits 
have been.specifid owing tr) othr reasons, the- absolute 
deviation from..thoretföaidimensioiis-sha11 be not more 
than.i.5 bm both. irihorizontal and in vdr±ical direction. 
There shall however be no lower dimensions than specified 
in load-carrying structires with 	thickness d . 100 cm. 
4:3 Re inforc cm ent 
4:31 Adequacy ofMaterial 	- 
In case that reinforcement bars are dei±vered to the site 
- in ciused bundies. with markings set out on Standard Speci-
fications and.;if thecertificates of tests for corro-sond-, 
ing manufacturiiig stocks based on test made by he manu- 
faoturer indicate that the material conforms to the re-
quirements, the adequacy o±' steel material oan be consid-
ered verified. The same mayapply for opned bundies 1±' it 
may undisputedly be ascertained towhich stocks bars belong 
and if corrc-sponding certificates of tests re adequate. 
Unless the adequacy of reinforcing bars can be.ascertained 
inthe way described above, tests set out on Standard Speci-
fications shall be made of bars delivered to the site. 
Directions for teat sampling are given by the Resident En-
gineer. •Testsshall be rnadeat an cfficiRlly aproved mate-
r-ial testing institute. 
Steel bars and wires for prestressing cb1es shall alwoyo 
be delivered to the site so that bundies and coils aro 
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marke•d with symbois indicating the manufacturing sto.ck:and 
otherdata ieeded for ascertaining the adequacy of mate-
rial. heorders o± shipment and certificateBprocured by 
the manufacturer to be deiivered to the Resident Engineer 
shali fuily correspond to the shipment brought to the site. 
Adequacy tests set out or Standax'd Specifications h.ii ai- 
ways be made of prestressing cabies at an officiaiiy ap-
proved material testing institute. Tests made by the manu-
faoturer are considered quaiity control testa. More detail- 
cd directions for test sampies are given by the Resident 
Engineer. In connectionwith the tensiie test the stres- 
s±rain eurve of steel, to be used as the basis for pre-
stressin pian, shail cisc •be deternined. 
Records shail he kept of scel material brought to the site. 
Those records, preferably kept in the form o± a tabie, ehal]. 
indicate the foliowing data: 
- quantities of deiivered steei; diametres, quaiities, stock 
(charge) numbers, numer and weight of bundies or coiis 
- certificates of tests (Maa, and dates) of the manufactur- 
er or of an officiaiiy approved testing institute 
- numljers of test specimens taken on the site 
—remarks, prcvidecl that requirements for1miteriai tosts 
or otherdata needed for ascertaining the adequacy have 
not been satisfied. 
Ali shipment orders, material testing reports, lists cf 
test specimens andotherdocuments as weli as the markers 
af steel bundiLa shall he doiivred to the Resident Engi-
neer, who shali check ihat these documnt öorifcr't.i to the 
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ecods and that no steel, the adequacy ci which.has nnt 
bei asertained, hasbeen used on the site. The uantities 
Öf' steel dolivered to the site and used. iii. structure bhall 
be ctmparec1. 
4:32 Placing Reinförcernent ii Forrnwork 
Reinforcing bars shall bc placcd in formwork to corroct 
.positions and tied so that they will not •be displaced dur-
ing pouring. 
The conctspacers of reinforcement shall be made ci 
high-class concrete and shaped and placed so that the sur-. 
face against shuttering: is as srnall, as possible. At the 
pou'ing stage tie wires shall be fixed into spacers te 
connect thern ±'irmly with reinforcing bars. Spacers made ci 
ruateriais other than concrete may be used only with a sep-
arste permission. In casting direcb onto ground elean 
stones may however be used tu prop the reinfcrcernent. Un--
less otherwise required by the weight of reinforcerient 0 
other causes at ILeast two spacers per square metre shali 
beused, 
Reinforcing bars shali be: tightiy fixed. Tie wires shali 
be bent ao that they wilinot stick to mouids. Ii neces-
sary, additionai steel bara shali be used. 
According to the Stndard Specifications for Concreto wcid-
ing of rein±'orcing bars is restricted. Fixing stirrups by 
ieans of aro or autogeneous weiding may be considred with 
a speciai permissiun oniy when bnth the stirrup and the bar 
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are made of steei o±' quaiity A. 22 S. Waiding defarmed 
steei bars. part of functioning reinforcement by the above 
methods is aboiut.eiy forbidden aithough the steel were of 
civaiity A 40 HS. Moreover, prestressing steel and steel 
mc-sh reinforcements shaLi be carefuiiyprotected against 
weiding heat and sparks. 
In gereral, ali steel bars of the structure te be cast 
shail be tied before pouring. This aiso appiies for doweis. 
At deiseiy reinforced spots, siifficientiy large spacings 
shouid be ieft to aiiow for properpouring. Devistiona 
from spacings set out on the Drawings are however pc'ssiile 
only if permitted by the Resident Engineer. Larger devia- 
tion haii be considered revision of the Bridge Pian. 
]Deteiied drawings shaii be prepared of the supports of pre-
stressing cabIes and they-shaii be....submitted fcr the ap-
proval .)f the Resident Engineer before cabies are instefled. 
During instaiiation and i'fi ny case before pouring, checks 
shail be made toensure  that cabie sheEthing is undamagcd. 
Any holes shafl be repaire, i.e. by insuiating tape. 
4:33 Äccurocy of Instailation 
In instafling reinforcement the maximum deviations from the 
dirnensions set out on the Pian or in the Standard Specifi-
cations for Concrete are a.s folicws: 
- Thiokness of protective concrete (a): 
There shail not be dimcnsicns lower than those given as 
minimum in the Standard. Spcifications for Concrete or 
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in Drawings. Theortica1 dimensions shell not be exceed-
cd bymÖre than 0.5cm when the thickness o± 'the struc-
ture., d. 20 cm, 1.0 cm when '20 cm< d 50 cm and 2 cm 
when d ) 50 cm. 
-' Fre spacing of ste-el in one row (h); 
± 0.3b 
- Free spacing of steel rows (h); 
± 0.2h 
- Longitudinal position of steel in the struoture; 
± 10 cm. This tolerance ja valid unless the longitudina. 
position of steel is determined by some other o±' the 
above d.imensions. An excessive length larger than 10 cm 
is however permitted unlesa ef no detriment, i.e. fnr 
concreting. 
In installing prestressing cables the maximurn permissible 
deviationa are as foflows: 
- Position in moulds against cable in the vertical dirco- 
tion measured from the shething to random direotion; 
± 0.5 cm unless more sccurate instalj.ation is required 
by anchorages or the dimen$ions cf the structurc-. There 
shall be ne extra •bends between supports or dimensionc-d 
points. 
- Longitudinal position ± 5 cm. unIss.pLacing of anchorages 
is of decisive importanee. 
- Anchorages shall, within the measuring tolerance, be at 
right angies to the longitudinal axle o± the cable, un-
less a deviation ja expressly permitted in the national 
approval documents of the prestressing method conoerneL 
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4:34 Other Directions 
Storing and handling steel on the site shall be arraned 
ao that removal of rust, grease, ice, concrete and other 
impurities prescribed in the Standard Specifications wili 
be eliminated to the minimum. Generaily steel shall be 
procured as accuratelyas possible during the progress 0±' 
work in order to reduce the time o± storage. Prestrcssing 
steel should always be stored under cover and protected 
agains± corrosion by earth and o±her materiais. 
At temperatures below + 500 impacts and sudden banding 
shall be avoided in handling reinfarcing steel. Bends shall 
1e inspected. At temperatures below _1000  deformed steel 
bars may be bent only if permitted by the Rsident Engi-
neer. The adequacy o± steel stock to be ised ihen bent coid 
ahali be ascertained by test. At temperäture beiow -20 °C 
bending and. other handling o±' reinforciig steel is strictiy 
±'orbidden. 
4:4 0 o ii c r e t i n g 
4:41 Concrating Pian 
Prior te the conimenc.ement o± actual concretin operatibns 
a pian shail be prepaed of general arrangements riated 
to concreting. The pian shall be submitted 'ortheappr6val 
c±' the ResidentEngineer. The Pian shali indicate: 
- suprvisory staf±' organization and any experts 
- delivery o±' rawmatcriais ar concrete mix to the site 
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- quaiity rcquirc•ments cf raw materiais 
- concreting equipment 
- hauiing of' concrete mix 
- precautions in view of suspensiona 
- prccautions for concreting in winter 
- advanCe tests 
-. checking the adequacy and quaiity of concrete and 
strengthening process, 1 e. a test sampie pro bramrle 
In course of woTk the Pian shali, if necessary, te compie-
mented so that prior to pouring of each project a detaiied 
report of' the arrangement of works can te sutmitted to the 
Reident Enineer. 
Tnaddition to the Standard Specifibatiöns fr ConcrG -te, 
directione issued by RIL shali te observed, when appiicabie 
("Directions for-C-oncreting", "Directions för Winter Con-
creting", "Directions for:Patching;and Repairing", "Expia- 
nations of the Standard Specifications for Concrete"). 
4:42 Prc-paring Concrete Mix 
The deliveries af raw materiais shafl te arranged. se tha 
the quality wili te uniform throughout the work or at least 
during continuous pouring. The grin-size distribution and. 
moiture of aggregate and-the eiasticity of concrete mix 
siaii te continuousiy- checke-d. The accuracy fbatchin 
devices shail- -cisc be ascer-tained hy continuous checks. 
In order to-preventdifferences in coiour the same type of 
cement: prepared by one •manufacturer shali b usd iii ali 
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structures exposedto view. 
In preparing mix on the site a iaboratory assistant shail 
aiway be present during pouring. When aditives are used 
there shail be a person fam1iia .iith batöhing and mixing 
ofaddltivc-s and with necessary equipment at- the concrote 
piant. 
A permission of the Resident Engineer is required for the 
use of additives. Uniess the use of an additive has been 
prescriled in the Pian it is pussibie only with a separate 
permission. Additives irnproving the workability end density 
of concrete are recommanded, hbwever, in struetures exp-osed 
to water pressure as weil as in thin and denseiy rGinforcod 
sections. A proper additive may furthermore be advantogeous 
in underwater pouring and when the hauiing distance is 
large. 
Äs a preaution for anr uensions in the preparation of 
concrete mixture there shali be two itidependent mixing 
piants with batching and additionai device on the site un-
less the provision for concrete has been ensured byother 
meana. In sorne xceptional cases when the quality c±' struc-
ture is not significantl:.T impaired. by suspension3, the - 
Resident Engineer may give permission to start pouring 
operations without the above precautions. 
Concrete shail beproportionod hy an spprovecl mcthod.. Ali 
possible speciai inixes used, for exampie in starting cr 
anding o± pouringor in very densely reinforced sections 
shali be proportioned in advance. When ready-made concrete 
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is used, data given 1y the manufacturing plant on the corn-
position af mix shall be attached to the concreting records. 
In oase changes aha]l he made during the work in prepara-
tion or haulage of rniture on the basis of cheriges effected 
on the pouring site or ofobservations, a communication 
line shall he arranged betwcen the mixing plant and the 
pouring site. 
4:43Hauling and Pouring 
Segregation during hauling and handling sall he prevented. 
If necessary a proper additive shall he used. 
Concreting operations shall he arranged in such manner that 
sections between construction joints set out h the Pian 
can he poured in continuous operation. Concreting eliali he 
performed systematically in accordance with a clear pouriiig 
formula. Pouring hall generally he started from the lowest 
point of the mould. 
In pouring wall-like structures lifts shold he made hori-
zontal. In the lowest layer at the bottom of moulds or 
facing, the construction joint, a mixture rieher in cemexrt 
- the water/cement ratio reduced hy 0.15 - and more work- 
ahle than in other pouring operations ehdi he used. In 
the upmost iaers on a depth of about 1 m, a stiffer mix 
in which water has b.een diminished.. by about 5-10 	the 
quantity of cement being as before shoulLd he used. 
The thickness of a lift shall nct in general he more than 
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30 cm. In pouring thin walis and columns with a amali 
cross-sectional area the thickness of' a lift may however 
1e increased up to 50 cm. When tight lining sheets are 
used the lifts shall not be more than 25 cm in thickness. 
- The design presure;6f mbulds shall always.be considrod 
when the rate o± rise is determined. The use of addities, 
mainly of:a reta±der ts of decisive importance in this 
respect. In vie o± sttling and shrinkge cfter pouring, 
the rte o± rise shall not generally be more than 0,5 m 
per hour. In sections with a srnall cross-sectional area, 
in which the ebove factors will not hava a significant 
offect, a separate permission may be given for a more rapid 
rate ef risc. 
T The elticity and the grain-size dietributiori of concrete 
mix shail be determined to suit the dirnenaions, förm and 
sacingof reinforcement of the structure.In general, the 
mixtureshouldbe se stiff as is osible in view of placing 
into moulds 2nd cf adequate compaction. Elasticity and 
g•rain-ize diatribution shall be chosen oi the basis of 
the average proprties of the structure. Atdensely reii-
forced and narrow spot' more elastic and fine-grained mix 
shall be used, if necessary. Care shall particularly be 
token to ensure that the backgrounds of the anchrags' of 
prestressing cables will be carefully filled and cornpacted. 
In edge beams and other structures exposed tothe effect of 
salts in which a resistant surface is required, the mix 
shall be as stiff as pssible and the segregation af water 
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ahail be reduced to the minimum. 
In compacticn, poker vibrators of various sizes depending 
cn the dimensiona and the spacing of reinforcement f the 
sructure shall be empiyed. Selecting the moat advantageous 
vibrator in view o± compacting is aiso affected by the fre-
quency of vibrations. he smalle:r the maximum .grain size 
of concrete mixture, the larger ehdi the frequency of 
vibratin be. 1±' necessary, the rnat'ter shalibe decided by 
means of tests onthe site. 
Th operatcr of the vibrating device shail work system&t-
ically in order to make the mix thoroughly compacted, par.--
ticfiarly for parts facing the moulds. The poker vibrato 
shail generaily ponetrate by abut 15 cm into the lift cern-
pacted .earlier.In structures.exposed to waterypressure the 
penetration may he increasedso that the lower lift will he 
thoroughly re-vibrated. Jin the upmost lift post-vihraticn 
ahail he performed about haif an hour prir to the start 
f the setting process. In ali cases vfbrating concrete, 
in which setting has aiready started ia absoiutelyfor-
bidden. Contacts of the vfbrator and reinforcement ehail 
therefore, also be prevented, if posible. 
4:44 Concreting in Cold 	- 
In concreting plans precautions shall he token in ood 
time against lowering temperatures. The heating equipment 
and shelters on the site shail he so effective that oven 
undor unfavourable conditions they prove adequate for 
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heating of raw-materiais o±' concret, formwork and poured 
concrete and ±'nr the preservation of heat. 
The temperature of mix water shall be adjusta11e. The water 
pipe leading into the mixer shall be prvided with a ther-
mometer. Storing, inelting and heating aggregate shall be 
arranged- il'i view of the -sma11estpossfb1e variaticns in 
moisture. 
The temperature of concrete mix shail not be unnecessariiy 
raised. Attempts shali be made to ensure that during haul-
ing and handiing, the temperature drops as iittie as pcs-
sibie and thatit remains constantafter pouring into 
moulds. Continuaus checks shali be made for the temperature 
of concrete mix at the concrete pint and on the pouring 
site. in order to check the tempera.ture of poured struc-
tures, a sufficient number of thermometers or inspection 
tubes shali be piaced into structu'e. 
Special attention shali be given to heating of rock and 
concrete at construction joints as well as to conservation 
of heat. The ground shali aiso be kept unfrozen (Cf. 3:35). 
Poured structures shali be kept continuousiy heated - tem-
perature above +000 - untii it has been ascertained, by 
checking the deveiopment of strength, that concrete has 
reached the strength set out as cbjective on the Concreting 
Pian. 
1±' there is reasn to doubt that concrete has frozen, it 
shaiiforthwith beinfoirrned to the Resident Engineer. Th3 
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quallty and the soope of damage shall .be 
and a repair pian •be prepared and submit 
proval of the Resident Engineer. Repairs 
soon as possfbie in view c± the Pian and 
ditions. 
Eiectricai heatin' can lie used niy with 
forthwith studied 
ed for the ap-
ahali lie made as 
prevailin con- 
a separate per- 
mission. In structures where large ahrinkage stresses can 
lie anticipated the use of this method shail lie avoided. 
- 	 - 
Eiectrical heating shail aiways cali for a pian preparod 
liy en expert. 
Heating and protecting.measures taken shafl hava no detri-
mentäi consequences to t.e-f•inai resuit. or exampie,. heat- 
ing equipmeflt •shaii not lie piacad. ao ciose to structures 
that damages are caused by overheating -to concrete su.r-
faces. No recesses shali lie made in •cast concrete surfaces 
by protective coors. ir theirprops. Surfaces steined hy 
cii or coke bskets shali lie tidied. up. 
4:45 Concrcting UnderWeter 
Concrete shali lie propertioned ao elastic that it wifl 
easiiy fiow through pouring pipes. In general, en additive 
improving workabulity and reducing segregation shall lie 
used. The proportioning 'stregth shail lie determined in 
such manner that the reference strength of test spccimer±s 
made o±' mix is not iess than 1.25 times the design strength. 
The quantity ofcment shail howeverb-e nties than 350 
kg/m3 . In the beginning cf pouring operatione until con- 
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crete has completely• covered the bottom, the quantity ot 
cement shall be increased by 50 kg/m 3 compared to normal 
propprtioning. 
The rata o± rise of concrete shail bc not iess .than 30 cm 
per hour. When an additive retarding the rate of setting 
is used, even a sower. rate of rise may beused. •The dia-
metre of pouring pipes shfl generaily be not iess than 
25 cm. The päcing of pipes shii benot more than5m or 
twice the thickness o± the slab. The distance from the 
walis of theförmworkshall behalf of this. The height ef 
fali cf mix, that is, the .distance from the head ofthe 
ipe tothe surfaceof-theoncrete shail bnot iess than 
3 m alsoin thefinal stages o±' pouring. Checks shali be 
made prior to the start of pouring toensure that there 
are no leakages in the pouring pipes. 
Pouring shali b€ commenced by ising a piug in the pouring 
pipe preting v$ater frob entering the funnel andpushed 
out by concrete. During pouring the end of the pipe shafl 
ali the time be kept inside the mix by about 0.5 - 1.0 m 
and in any case so deep that no water may enter the pipe. 
Pouring shouid be carried out in cne continuous operation. 
Generally, a suspension in no pipe shall last for longer 
than haif an hour. 
Constructing construction  joints nö:t s.et out on the Pian 
in tructure to beÖoncreted unde water shali aiways be 
regided es a revisi6ri. of the' Bridge Pian. The sirfaces of 
joints shali gelieraliybe indented and ali tansile streses 
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shall be covered. by rein±&rcement. 
Structures te be concreted by the above method - cisc 
known in Finland cc the "Contractor Method" - ehdi be 
cast so much higher that the dimensions set out on Drw- 
ings wiil be filled with sound •concrete, Bumpe around 
pouring .pipes may be ieveiied by vfbrating as soon as 
pouring has been eompieted. The surface•of a construction 
joint on a structure concreted under water shail be re-
moved to a depth in which fully sound ooncrete is rca•ched. 
For other parts the excessive thickness of the foundation 
slab ehdi •be removed only if it is detrirnental (cf. Per-
mit conditions.of WaterCurt). The mnuld above watermay 
be emptiedof water aiterconcrete has stt-ained 50 % of 
its design strength. 
With a separate permission underwater concreting may be 
performed by •uCoicretet?, "Prepackt" or other special rneth-
ods in aocordance withapproved specificatiens. 
4:46 Construetion Joints 
Vertical construction jointe shali bc cast against the 
formwork. Timber formwork may however be repiaced by a 
steel mesh suitabie for the purpose. Even in his case 
board ehail be used next to the mouid in order to make the 
border of the jaint regular. The mesh shafl nct be closer 
than 3 n to the surface of concrete. Board about 5 cm in 
width shali be. used aiso in horizontai eonstruction joints 
at thc edgos in order to cbtain a straight borderiine. If 
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perrnitted or reciuired by th Resident En E iner trianuier 
battens may be used in oonstruction joints aithough no.t 
provided on the Pian. 
The mouid for the oint may be stripped as soon 38 possibie 
without damaging any set concrete, in general not earlier 
than two weeks after the compJetion of pouring provided that 
concrete is of a normally hardening type. Unless the con-
struction joint ends i.e. at a shrinkage lane, for the pour-
ing af which a ce]tain interval has been prescribed, pouring 
should be continued as far as possible from the point of 
view of stripping of moulds and o± handiing of construction 
oints. 
Frornjoint surface in which concrete has hardened, cernent 
fiim shall be removed, i.e. by chiseiing or dressing. If 
this ja notpossible the joint shail, evan prior to pouring 
of the construction jaint, be provided with additional re-
inforcement and/or grooves. In construction joints tf struc-
tures exposed to water pressure a metal aheet or a spcciai 
jointing strip shall be used. Altering the iocation or 
s -bructure of construction joints shall be regarded as a re-
vision of the Bridge Pian. 
Car.ent fiim may be rernoved from horizontai construction 
joints aiso bywire brushing after stiffening of concrete, 
that is, normallyin 8-10 hours:after pouring. Loosened 
material shall be removed by using, far example, water jet-
ting and a srnooth brush in.such manner that stcne particles 
are cleaned. 
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In hand1in coflstrttction joints care shaiLl 	taken te cn- 
sure that the edge df the joint will be undamaged. and 
straight. Prior to continuation of pouring, moulds shall 
be tightened to prevent ooncrete mix from penetrating be-
tween the mould and concrete poured aarlier. Immediately 
before pouring, joint surfaces shall be thoroughly cleaned 
and ali loose parts shail be cemoved. After sprinkiing the 
construction joint shali be dried before pouring is started. 
When pouring is started above a horizontal construction 
joint the mixture shail normally be richer in cement and 
more workabie than in othor pouring (Cf. 4:43). Cnncrete 
facing the joint shall 1e carefuiiy compacted. 
Concrete with a rctarder may be used in construction joints 
by a separate permission. Even in this case the jont shail 
be bordered by the mouid so that there wili be no thin con-
crete iayers susceptibie to drying. Evaporation from the 
mixture shali be prevented by using, for example, tight 
piastio memljranes. Curing agents to be sprinkied or brushd 
on concrete surfaces for this purpose shail not be used. 
Setting of concrete shail be retarded to suchextent that 
when pouring is continued from the joint, concrete mixes 
of different age may 1e biended by means of vibrators. iny 
dried surface iayers ahail be removed from the joint prior 
to piacing näw mix or vibratitig old ones. The retarded re 
shailbe ofuch a iengththat oncrete aiready sot wiil 
nöt be damaged by vihrating of the jont, i,e. shouid the 
vibrator touch.reinfcrcement. The iengthof such en area 
shall in eli cass bc nt lesa than 1.5 m. 
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i::47 Hind1ing nd Curin of Concrete Surfces 
Poured surfaces shall be struck of±' with timber floats un-
less otherwseprovided on the Bridge Plan.A separate fin-
ishe.d 1yer rnade.later is not permitted. Cement 2hd watär 
shall not t)e used..in trimming. 
Special attention shall be given to the evenness and the 
form o±' concrete surfaces exposed to view. No pockets o± 
water shall be left on concrete underlying the water-proof-
ing layer. At leastforparts above the depth of frost pen- 
et±ation the surfaoes of foundation siabs ahail b made 
sioping outwards by about1;0 nnd so een that noater 
wi11co1]ct onthesurfaoe. 
Surfaces poured recehtly shall be adequately protected. 
Drying of concrete surfaces shall partioularly be prevented 
evon during the first day. Srink1ing shall not however be 
started before the surface has set Evap6ration may best be 
lprevented 'by us.ing tight protective bövers. With a separate 
permission, 'curing egents sprink1ed'or the surface before 
the settirig process may be used. Th effe&t of such mäte-
riais both on concrete and on ove'i'1ing layers (i.e. watr-
proofing and surfacing) shall be clarified. 
In normal conditions concrete surfaces shall be kaptmoist 
at least for seven days. Surfaces with timber formwork ned 
genorally not be sprinkled as long as moulds re kept in 
place unless they are not dried out excessively by heating 
or by the sunshine. Any sprinkling after stripping o± form-
work may be replaced by approvable curing treatmont. 
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:48 Patching and Repairin 
No repairs caused by some reason inoluding surface cbmages 
- 	shali be carried out without the permiss.ion of the Resident 
Engineer. The work shail •bedone in accordance with an ap-
proved pian by using appropriate methods. "The Directions 
for Repaira and Fatching of Cncrete" issued by RIL shail 
be foiiowed, when appiicabie. These diroctions ahail appiy 
cisc for closing of holes and recc-sses ioft in structures, 
The adequacy nf potching and rcpair moteriais. important in 
view of the strength of the structure shafl he as'certained 
by tests made during the work. If necessary, advonce tests 
shail aiso he made t ensure correct proportioning and to 
find the correct coiour for patching exposed to view. More 
detaiied dircctions for tests wili he given by the Rcsident 
Engineer. 
Locai uneven spots in concrete surfaces underneath the wa 
terproofing .of the bridge deck may he re.paired hy app•ropri-
ate concrete mix proportioned to correspond to the strength 
cf concrete cf the deck. Patching shail he carried out ae 
soon .as possibie after stiffening of concrete. Shouid con-
erete have hardened, the cement paste iayer shali he remcved 
frcm the spots to he patched. Even otherwise, directions 
for construction joints shail be fcilowed when appiicabie 
in order te ensure bonding ef the patching mixture (Cf. 4: 
46). Corners and angies may aiso he rounded off for water-
proofing in this connecticn. 
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Evaporation fr.cm spots patched with concrete shail he pro-. 
vented by means of efficien waterstops. Petchings:impor-
tant in view of strongth shall he kept mcist for not less 
than two weeks and other spots for at leastne week. 
4:49 Grouting of AnchorageEars 
The diametre of the holeieftör dri11d. in concrcteor 
rock for steel bar: sha11 he about 1 • 5 times the diarnetre of 
thcbar.. Pri•ortogrouting, the hole shall he cicanedby 
compresed sir, washedwith-water and ifpossib1eried 
out by compressed air. The hole shall he filled with mortar 
using a pressure hose the end of which shafl he kopt at the 
bottom of the hole during filling. Pumping of mortar shafl 
he continued while the hose is slowly extracted, After this 
the steel roda shall he pushed in plece. In grouting pre-
stressed anchor stcels the directions included in the meth-
cd concerned ahali he fo11wed. 
The water/cement ratia fmortar shall ge-norally he 	0.50. 
Fine-grained aggregate meybe used in mortar provided that 
it will not prevcnt pushing rf steels.down to the bottom o± 
the hole. When prestressed anchors aro used. and cveri other-
wise when separately required, directions for prestressed 
concrctc structures shall e fdlowed in proportioning and 
mixing of grouting mortar. Tests provided on these Direc-
tions ahali also he made. 
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4:5 .C.h e ck i n g 	F r op e r t i e s 	o ±' 
Qon'crete 
4:51 Advance Tests 
For conorete mixtures made on the site advancc tcsts shal]. 
be made when necessary, to determine the correct proportion- 
ing.in view cf the strength and oth'er properties ofoon-
crete. In connection w,ith aTdvanoe t'ests even such proprtics 
of mix as are necessary in planning hauling, pouri}a 	cern- 
pacting and öthe,r operaticns shall be clarified. 
The intended strength in advance tests shall be not less 
than 1.2 times the design strength. This intended strengtl' 
may be reduced only when the effect of dispersion on the 
eference strength has been deterrnined by testsj durin the 
work. On the other hand, at the be.ginning of' work the pr.-
portioning strength may be rectified in comparison t' that 
used in advanee tests in proportion to the deviation cf the 
average results of advan'ce'te'sts from 'the proportioning 
strength used. TJnless a'dditives are used, advance tests are 
not normally needed for ali strength ategories of conrete 
•to be used. 
In advance tests the plasticity cf concrete mix - avera.e 
of three tests - shall be,at an accuracy ofhalf the plas- 
ticity range (i.e. piastio = 3...5 °VB), the aarne as intended 
in proportioning. When additives are used and oven otherwise 
when necessary, for example, when the plasticity c±' the mix-
ture shows a larger deviatin than preseribed above, adva'-ice 
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tests shail bemade in order to find with the iargest pos-
si'ole accuracy the reiatinn between the. quantity of water 
corresponding to the desired piasticity and workability and 
the proportioning method used, in.. other words, the water 
correctioii coefficient. 
Advance tests for conressive .stiength may be made with ap-
pid and inspected dquipment aiso on th sijte in the pres-
enöe of the Resdent Engineeror a person appointed by the 
sanie. Teet sampies may he compressed at en age cfnt lese., 
than 7 clays it normally hardenig Portland ce-mont is used. 
In othr cases., concrete shali have attained at least 8L % 
af its intended strength before test specimens ar compres-
sed. The minimum side length r the diametre f tes± speci-
menS shail he not less thar 15 cm. 
If directions have been given for the use of air-antraining 
agents inorder to improve the resistance to salts and frost, 
advance tests.shali he made to prove the amount o±' smaii 
pores resulting from the use rf such an agent. Uniess other-
wise provided on the Pian the proportion of entraincd sir 
(mini-air voiume) shafl 1e not iess than 3 % of the volume 
of concrete. In the test the total air volume shal1 he de-
terrnined from concrete batöhes pre,pared with and without an 
air-entraining agent. The proporion of the comhined volume 
(in litres) of water and air and the quantity of cement 
(kg) as wall as the time of mixing and compcting shall he 
similar in both bathes Phe additionai volume of sir ja 
the diffcrence of measured overali sir volumes. 
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8eparate directions will be given for cach osse on making 
frost resistancc testa at an official researoh institu.t. 
4:52 Tests for Adequacy and Quaity Control 
In order to ascertain the attainrnent of design strength for 
concrete prepared on the site, adequay tests shall b made 
as set out on the Standard Secifications for Concrete 
Separate directiois will be iven for cach case for testing 
other properties such as ihIrefneabi1ity. 
Quality control tests are obiigatory for bridge structures. 
Like advance testa quality contrcl tests during the work 
may also be made on the site. 
In order to define the colapressive strength, the number of 
quality control tests shall be at least haif the amount ef 
corresponding adequacy tests. The nurnber of speeimens shall 
be larger at the initial stages of work and always when es-
sential changc-s have been made in proportioning. More dc-
tailed directions for the preparation c± test speciriens will 
be given by the Resident Engineer. 
In order to check the vo1urn of entraincd air achicved by 
an air-entraining agent, the övera11 vo1une of air shall bc 
neasured always whei •pouring' ja comrnenced and even when test 
sampies re taken for adequccy and qunllty control testirLg. 
In the comparion, the overail air o1urne masured from con-
crete prepared without eri air-ent.raining gent ii advance 
tests shail be used as refe±enee. Testa during the iork 
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shouid be made ty using, with the 1aret pii1e 	caa'ac, 
the same method as in dvance teste. 
Separate directions wili be given for each case on qua ty 
controi tests concerning the impermeability of concrete. 
4:53 Test Specimen Prograrnme and Analysis cf Resuits 
The teet spc-cimenrogramme inciuded in the Concreting Pian 
shail beprepared separately for adequacy and quaity Qafl-
troi tests. Bothprogrammes shalibe prepared by appiying 
the attached forms. 
For celouiating the amount f test cubes the pouring pro-
jects with the quantity of ccncrete shailbe rnarked in the 
Tabie arranged by str•ucturai sections. The num'oer and sym-
bois of adequacy teet specimens shali be determined in cd-
vanee for the whoie woik. Quaiity cLntroi tests shail pro 
ceed from one pouring site to another. No similar .syrnbois 
ehdi •be used in adequacy and in quaiity controi te.ets. 
When the number cf teet specimens is determined. as set out 
on the Standard Specificaticns for Concrete, account ehdi 
be taken of the fact that there ahail be at ieast six (6 
test specimens for each quaiity and strength category in 
the pouring sequenoe. At ieast one test speoimen for each 
property to be checked ehdi be takei from eachspeciai m±x 
ture and from each seprate pouring. 
In conforrnance with the Standard Speoificatione for Con-
erete, teet specimens taken for adequacy teste ehdi be 
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compressed. at en age of 28 days; It is generally en advan-. 
tage that the results of' quality controltests are obtained 
earlier. Unlese the strengthening process of teet cubes is 
accelerated by special rnethods, the cubes ahail ba cornjpres-
sed at an age of' at least 7 days. 1±' special methods are 
used, testing shall be carried out with expertise and care, 
and the relation of compression results to the 28 deys' com-
p.ression strengths shall he rc-liablyascertained, for cx-
ample,øn the basis cf extensive refere.ce materi.el. The' 
size.ö.f anydeviationo ha11 also he determined,. 
Comparative strengths shall be ca1cu1std from tcst result3 
as set out:on the Standard Specification for Concete. When 
the comparative strength of- adeqicytet. ja ; caiculated, 
continuous pouring sctions are ofdecisive importanceto 
grouping of test reu1ts:. 1±' there arein one quality and' 
strength category rnore than24tet resulte per each pour-
ingseotion,grouping shall he subdivided by structural 
sections. In uncertaincases the grouping of test results 
ehdi he determined by the Resident Engineer. It shali he 
borne in mmd in the caicuiation cf comparative strength 
that six (6) teet resuits ja the minimum from which the com-
parative strength may be caicuiatedwith a statistical prob-
ability of some kind, 
in quiity controitests the strengths of tes.t cube shali 
he assessed in siidinggroups. Resuits of test-specirnens 
compressed at approximateiy the same age may only he in-
ciuded in the same comparotive group which shafl gencra1.ir 
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oonsist of 6-12 test results representing he strength and 
qualitycategdry concerned. When new test results are ot-
ta±ned, a corresponding nurnber of -resu1ts is omitted from 
anöng the oldest results. The dispersion ax.d comparative 
strength are•äalculated as foradequacy tests0 
Alternatively, a teat value may be determined: 
Km 	Kt 
in which Km = the av.erag of test results in the group 
Kt = the intended strength and T = the difference etwee 
the largest and the smallest test resulLt within the group. 
Results can best be presented in the form of a graph (Cf 
Explanations of the Standa±d Specifications for Concrete,. 
1965, Pig. S 34:8). Even otheimethods ofanalysing the re-
sults of quality control tests may be used if permitted or 
requested. by the Resident Ehgineer. 
If necessary, similar summaries may also be prepared about 
tests made for .cIecking other properties of concrcte0 
When propotioning is rectfied on the basisof quality 
control tests, the accuracy of test.results:shall always be 
token into account. As for compressionag, the lower the 
age the larger the obvious errbr. 
4:54 Checking Properties af Frefabricated Conorote 
In order to asaertain that the design strength has been 
attained the adequacy tests of prefabricated concrete shall 
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be he aarne as for concrete prepared on the sie, and tese 
tests sh11 be made on the site by the contraotorG The 
arnQuntoftes± speoimens shall also be the särne as setout 
in the rcgula±ions for concrete prepa±ed onthe site uraa 
otherwise agreed, for example, for 1rgjob sites(con-
crete 	500 m3 ). 
In accordance with the Standard Spocifications för Conc'ete 
the manufacturer shall be responsible for quality control. 
Separate d•irections wilibe given for c-ach cae on quality 
ontro1 testa to be made for checking the properties of con- 
• orete b the purchaer. 	 - 
The purohaser shall however continuoualy check th e1asic-
ity and any pore content of concretG rnixti,ire. In order to 
find the proportion o± entrained air in conorete containin 
en air-entraining agent the manufaoturer shall rcliably 
clerify the proportidn of air in: cdncreteof 	correspond- 
.ing s•trength caegory containing no air-entraining agent. 
Th foflowing..method may be used in practie: The proportion 
of entrained air is clarified at the plant (Cf. 4:51). The 
overali quantity of air a pouring site s rneasured from 
the aarne rnixture containing neir-entrai.ning agent. As-
suming that srnall poxareti1tingfrorn the.use of anair-
entraining egent do nöt disappear during hauling and han-
dling, only the overail volume of air at pouring site is 
then checked. The oveiall quantity of air determined of the 
reference rnixture on the site by this method is tken as 
the requirernent. 
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4:55 Checking Strengthening Frocess 
If neoessary the strengtheiing process of ooncrete shail 
bechecked. by making temperature observations from conrete 
structures. The rneasuring points are determined more elose-
ly 1y the Resident Enginee. On th basis of observations 
and the resuits of adeuacy and quaiity controi tests the 
stengthening process mayb assessed, for examieby the 
method given in Iteni S24:(4) cfthe pubiicatiori "Expiana- 
tions of the Standard Specifications for Concrete" 1965. 
hen separately provideä er when the reciuirement has been 
given in the Ständard Secificatiohs a sufficient nhfriber, 
at ieast six (6) test specimeiis shali be 'niade and stord on 
the site in order to determine the time for stripping the 
formwork and scaffoidi±ig and the time for prestressing. 
There shafl be at least three (3) tet specimens compressed 
at one and the ame time. These specirnens shali b recorded 
iii the Test Specimen Programme for quaiity coiitoL Tests 
may be made on the site as qua1it cntrol tets uiaiess 
otherwise provided c'n e(nfirmed Standard Specifications. 
4:6 Prestressing 	and 	Grouting 
4:61 Pian 
A detailed pian ehail be prepared for prestressing and grout-
ing. The pian shali be submitted for the approvai o± the Re-
sidnt Engineer uniess other directions have been issued for 
che.cking and aproving 6he Pian. The supeisrr staff and 
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any experts shaii he ciarified. in thisc6nnection, too. The 
working pian shafl be based on the prestressing programme 
(tensioning pian) prepared by the designer. The Chief of 
Concreting Works o± prestressed struotures responsibie for 
the prelparation of the working pian shall ensure that in 
caicuiating eionga -Lions and foroes the designer has used 
the correot coefficient of friction, moduius of elastioity 
and grip set of anchorages. 
4:62 Preparations 
Prestressing may he started oniy with the perrnission of the 
ResidentEngineer. Prestressing may he started provided that 
the foiiowing measures have heen taken: 
- it has been ascertained that the required strength of con-
orete has been attajned 
-aliseetione of the structure have heen checked and any 
defects repaired 
- instaiia -bjon of anehors has been checked 
- parts of scaffolds obstructing iongitudinai rnovents cf 
structure have been removed 
- instaflatjon clamps of roiler bearings and similar hove 
been removed 
- prestressing equipment and any separate gauges tc he sd 
have been reiiabLy checked 
- the wörking pian has beenapproved. 
Prestressing equipment shafl he checked aiways when moving 
over to a new site and even otherwise frequentiy enough. 
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Thi:s 'may be done o that .a prestressing cabie (tendon), the 
properties of'which are 'accurateiy known '15 .puiied under 
conditions in which the effeot of external factors on the 
elongation can be determined with sufficient accuracy. There• 
shaii he at ieast six (6) measurements.The 'averäge deviation 
\rjth fuii stressing forceshaii be taken into account in pre-
stressing. Equipment with extreme vaiuesdetiating by more 
than ± 5 % of the average shafl not he used. The' accuraoy of 
gauges shail he in proportion to the required accuracy 
4:63 Prestressing 	'' 	' i 	' 
The work shaii e carried out in accordance with an approved 
Pian. On the basis of observations made during prestressing, 
the Pian shaii if necessary be revised or amended. The regu- 
lations for the Pian shaii aiso appiy for the approvai ci' 
revisions. 
ElLongationsduring prestresslng shouid be'kept within th 
range o±' toleranee caicuiated for the work. Prestressing: 
force shaiiaiways he determined by measuring o± either 
force or ei' pressure. When the foree exceed's the theoretieai 
vaiue of' 5 %, prestressing shaii.forthwith"beended aithough 
the caicuiated 'elongation had nöt been attained. The causes 
for the deviation shaii he found out. Ii' on the other hand 
the force, after the caicuiated elongation has been attained-
is more than 5 % iöwer than' the theoreticai vaiue the causes 
shali he ciarified and any additiönai prestressing needed 
shali then be oarried out. 
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Records shall be kept of prestrsing by using an approved 
form. Among other ±hings, thefo11owing data shall IDe re-
corded: 
- site 
- section of structure 
- dates o± prestressing and (grouting) 
- temperatures of structures and air duringprestressing 
(and grouting) 
- prestressing method 
- type symbol of cables (tendons) 
- steel quality and measured modulus o± elasticity 
-'t/pemarkers and nurnbers and.basicvalues (ie effectivo 
ärea of piston) and accuracy of prestressing eq .uiprnent 
-nurnber and prestressiig aequenoe of cahles 
- caiculated e1ongation, foree, manometrlc pressure etc. 
- rneasured elongation, force, manometrio pressure, grip set 
of anohorage etc. 
- net elongation determined on the hasisofniaaur.ements 
- any markings eoncerning grouting 
- the colurnn for "Notes" may IDe used. to give data, arnong 
others, on the reasons why elongationandforce are not 
equal to calculated values; for exampIe deviation 0±' 
rneasured areas of prestressing steel from norninal values, 
or reference to separate ciarifications 
- the records shall IDe confirmed by the signature o± the 
responsible foreman and the Residen± Engineer 
- the form shall also containa ooluinn for pprova1. 
In the determination of elongation the straightening 0±' loose 
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steels at the initial stage of tensionlng shall be taken 
into account by means appropriate for each method.-If owing 
te the adjustment tolerance of anchoring device or to soine 
otherreason the span has to be moved inside the casing, 
such a movement shall be accurately determined. If ne ccc- 
sary, tensioning shall be removed from the both ende and re-
cörnmenced from the beginning. 
Grouting with preceding ..water.jetting öf sheathing tubes 
shall not be commenced and measures preventing re-tensioning 
shall not be taken before prestressing has been approved. 
464 Grouting Mix 
The .aua1iy and mix proportions of materiais, cement Water, 
additive and any aggregate of grouting mix shall be olan-
fied.. 
Inprepaning the mix, dry materiais shall be weighed and 
liquids ineasured by volurnetric measurement at an accuraoy of 
± 2 %. Ey tests and teet specimens it shall IDe ensured that 
the capacity of the mixer is sufficient. The mixer shall be 
filled in the following sequence: water, cement and any 
aggregate. Powder.-like. additives. shall IDe added in the middle 
of mixing.. The effectivemixing time hal1 be not les than 
four.(4) minutes. 	•. 
Unlees the properties of the mixer and the mix te IDe prepared 
aro known on the basis of advance tests or when separately 
reques±ed, advanoe tests shall IDe made. Tests and. teet spDc- 
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imens made of the mix shail oonforrn to the-Standard Speci-
fications. 
The volurne o± mix shail not during a period of 24 hours de-
crease by more than 2 % or increase byrnore than 10 %. 
Grouting mix may be considered frost-proof if the volume of 
test cube deereases linearly when the temperature drops to 
about -5 °C. Beiow that temperature the dearease of the vol-
u.me shail cor'itinue linearly hut stronger thn above the saroe 
tmprature. 
During the work three test specimens per each 1 000 litr3s 
of mix shall be taken from grouting mix for stren.gth tests. 
Unless the advance tests provided abovo hava been made, evan. 
other properties of the mix shalibe determind ytesting 
duririg the work. Such tests shail he made at least once 
during each separate prestressing operation at an initial 
stage of work. When agreed separately the frost-resistann3 
test may however he omitted. Tests of test specimens s1afl 
he made at an approved material testing institute. 
465 Grnuting 
G-routing ehali not he started hefore the prestressing of the 
structure, the propertiesof g'odtin mix, equipment used 
and the working pian have been approved. Prior to grouting, 
sheathing tubes shali he cieanod hywater jetting and any 
oil shall he rernoved. 
The capacity of the grouting pump ehali he suc. thit the 
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speed of mix in a tue smafler than 10 cm iii die.metre is 
6...12 m/min. at a pressure of less thaniO 'aty. Each cabie 
shail be grouted in one continuous operation. iPuniping shafl 
be continued until the mix coming from the outiet pipe is 
of fuli thickness. Ä pian shali he prepared. for grouting 
clogged ca'bles. Grouting equipment shali be fitted with a 
dynämic pressure vaive. 
Grouting shouid normaily he carried out as soon as, possibie 
after prestressing, particulariy if steel is .tempered.. In 
grouting during ooid seasons steps shaii be taken te. heat 
and proteot the structure. A separate agreement shail •be 
made for eachcase on postponing grouting and on the pro-
tection of prestressing steel againstcorrosion 
In planning of grouting it shall he considered ihethor long 
and narrow cabies shouid he grouted through an air-reie,ase 
pipe piaced in the middle. 
Rec'ords shail he kept of grouting indicating, among other 
things, the foliowing data: 
- compösition of grout 
- ciarificatiori of adequacy 
- rnidng and grouting equipment used 	 - 
- maximum pressure during grouting 
- temperature of air, structure nd--during'coid seasoi-is aiso 
of rnixture 
- dates 
- signatures 
- notes. 
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It ts recomrnend'ed that rnarkings o± cables for routing are 
made in the prestressing records. 
4:66 Other Directions 
Anchcrage recesses and any post-grouting openings shali be 
repaired and any defects in concrete made good by directions 
given in Item 4:48 when applicable. 
Instructions and directions concerning the adeuacy control 
and installation of prestressing steel have been given in 
Item 4:3. 
Release. of clogged cables shall be carried out in accordance 
with an approved pian. 
4:7 Disrnantling 	of 	Scaffolding 	and 
Pormwork 
Scaffolds and formwork should not be stripped at once after 
the strength of concrete set out on the Standard Specifica-
tions for Conorete has been attained unlees of sidnificant 
advantage in view of the arrangement of works. It is the 
forrnwork that effectively prevents moisture from evaporating 
from the surface of conerete. 
Whei. the date ofdisrnantlingformworkis determined, account 
shail 'oe taken, in addition to the average strengthof con-
crete, also to spots not so well hardened. iJniess the rela- 
tion between the loading during stripping and the design 
loading as weli as the extra stresses resulting frorn-strip- 
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ping are clarified, the average strength of concrete at the 
time uf stripping shall generailybe at least 90 % of the 
design strength. 
Prior to stripping lcad-carrying parts of soaffolding care 
shai] be taken to ensure that there are no such concreting 
cr other de±ects in 15ad-oarrying structures as may be dan-
gerous frcm the point nf view - the durability or as have 
to be repaired fr other reasons before lbad-carrying seaf- 
folding is dismantled. Load-carrying scaffolding of pre--
stressed bridges..rnay..be stripped only when the prestressirig 
has been approved. 
Ä permission of the Resident Engineer is aiways required 
for stripping of formwork and scaffolding. The work shall 
be carried ut systematically and directions provided in the 
Scaffolding Pian or given by the designer of the bridge 
shall ahsolutely be foilowed. 
In connection with trimrning ali remains of shuttering, tie 
rods, wires and nails shall be throughly removed from con-
orete surfaces. The heads of steels ehail be cut off flush 
with the concrete surface and painted in the colour of con-
orete. Polystyrene used as fili shall be re-moved from visible 
joints. 
4:8 Facing 	cf 	C 	ncre te 	Surface s 
4:81 Ordinary Stone Facing 
Unlees otherwise provided on the Bridge Pian an ordinary 
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stone facing shali be constructed :as setout in the attached 
Drawing. Stones. used.shail he of high quaiity, unif'ormiy 
coioured granite and preferahly iight-toned. The iength rf 
stones shail be equai to rr larger than the height. The 
height in one iayer shail nct vary by more than ±Q5 cm. 
Verticai jcints shafl he staggered. 1±' stones are of eouai 
dimensions, joints shouid he piaced in the middie of stones 
• in the underiying iayer. 
Surfaces eposed to view may'be dressed, riiainiy non-handie, 
::rough with adge.s on the same Ievei or confbrming to sume 
other form set out cn the Pian. Cavities extending beiow the 
ievei uf the joint are not allowed. The bumpsof the surface 
raising ahove the level shail he not more than 5 cm high. 
Drili and wedge marks etc. are not aiiowed (Cf. RT 302.3/ 
1963). 
Surfaces at joints shail he •ohiseied, dressed with a crcss-
head dressing hammer, degree 1 in which the maximum hole 
clepth is 1 cm or grossiy cut (Cf. RT 302.3/1963). The sur-
faces shali he straight. 
In piacing stones,' 3/4" x 1" jcinting battens shall he used. 
Jtints shafl he tightened in such manner that concrBte wili 
not penetrate through the joint to a significant extent. 
Pieces of steel, concrete, piastic and stone may he ieft in 
piace as wedges. Stones shaii besupported toaiiow for 
pouring pressure. There shali he at ieast four (4) arichorage 
bars per stone with a spacing of no more than 100 cm. 
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Prior to concreting the surfaces and joints facing concrete 
shali be thoroughiy cleaned. There shail normaily 'be. at 
ieast.two•stone iayers between cast joints.Speoiai atten- 
tien shali be given. in pouring to the fact that concrete 
mixture penetrates to the joint battens.. Afterhardening 0±' 
concrete battens shali be removed and the joint shali be 
trimmed with concrete mortar. On surfaces exposed to ohanges 
of water level and to waves, air-entrain±ng agents shail be 
used in mortar to improve the frost-resistance o±' joints. 
During the work, stnes shail be protected and after pouring 
- cieaned, ±1' necessary. 
4:82 Smoöth Stone Pacing 
A srnooth stone f'acing diffe-rs from the ordinary ty.pe as 
foliows-. 
- visibie stone surfaces shail be dressed as joint sur±'aces 
in Item 4:81 
- th diametre of bcnd steeis shaii be 22 mm and the spacing 
not mre than 50 cm. 
4:83 Other Facing Types 
A detaiied pian and directions fr other types 0±' facing are 
given in connection with the Bridge Pian. 
4:84 Other Directions 
The iceguards of jiers with stone facing may, when pourin 
a pier, be separated by a construction joint from the other 
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structure and cast afterwards in layers as set out on the 
Drawing of Stone-Pacing. In handl±ng construction joints, 
directions given' n Item 4:46 shäll be f'ollowed. The loca-
ticn of joints is determined by the Resident Enginee' un-
less i'ndicated on the Drawings. 
4:9 Prefabricated 	St'ructtres 
4:91General 
Prefabricated concrete structures shall be made in aocord- 
ance with approved drawings. In rnanufacturing, hauling, 
erecting and jointing prefabricated structures the Standard 
Specifications for Concrete and Prefabricated Structures 
and supplementaTy specifiations as well as directions on 
various work stages of cast-in-place structures shall be 
followed when applicable. 
Cast-in-place structuresmay be replaced by prefabricated 
structures only with a separate permission. 
The permissible tolerances shall be clarified prior tc' manu-
facturing prefahricated structures. 
4:92 Prefabrication 
The results af the adequacy and quality control tests of 
concrete used in prefabricated structures shall be presented 
in a clear way to the Resident Engineer. Particularly when 
various hardening proesses or additives aro used in order 
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±0 accelerate hardenlng it shall be verified 1 y means of 
tes -t specimens and caiculations based,i.e. on the'time-
temperature function that the strength requirernents speci-
fied for concrete in varlous stages cf work are satisfied. 
In prefabrlcation, high pressure stearn hardening may be 
used unly with a separate permission provided it is shown 
that the process wili not be detrimental to the strength 
of concrete cr to bonding and anti-corrosion properties of 
-steel. 
Surfaces expused to view shail generally be roughened. For 
exampie, rough rubber sheet against the formwork or brushing 
are reoomrnended. Soffits ci' structures higher than 2.5 m 
above the roadway may he and ali upper surfaces shail he 
ieft unrcughened. The surface treatment of one and the same 
bridge shall he uniform uniess otherwise agreed for partic-
ular reasons. 
The mouids shail be in good condition and ciean so that the 
surface of struotures wili he fauitiess and that the required 
aecuracy and straightness are achieved. The use of shutter 
oli shali not resuit in strains on prefabricated structures. 
As for the accuracy ci' instaiiing reiiaforcement directiGns 
given in Item 4:33 shail he foiicwed,.however so that rein-
forcement inciuding stirrups and additionai .stee•i bars shail 
at no spat he closer than 2.5 cm to the surface of concrete. 
Lifting loops shouid he placed on surfaces not exposed to 
view. The loops shall he cut off at 1etst 2 cm inside con- 
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orete and the mark shali be rubbed off as presbribd in 
Item 4:48. 
The rnanufacturer can place his trade mark on a location 
areed separately. The trade mark shall be made in concrete 
by pressing and it shall not be too conspicuous, 
4:93 Handling and Erecting 
During ali stages 0±' handling, concrete shall have the re-
quired strength including factors of safety et out on the 
Standard Specifications. Handling and storingre±'bricated 
sections shall be arranged so that they will not 1e stained 
or damaged. Special care shall be taken to ensure that the 
foundation of storage has a correct form. The iocation of 
suppurts to beplaced between pre±'abricated elemente shali 
be determined in advance so tha -t there will be no stresses 
not considered in the design o± elements. 
The erecting pian shail e prepared in advance and submitted 
to the Resident Engineer. 1±' required, the stresses o± con-
crete and steei during various stages of erecting shall 'be 
indicated by calLcuiations. The stability o± prefabricated 
structures shali a1s. be studied. Ifpussibie the actuai 
dimensional deviations of struetures shali be taken into 
account when the toierances 0±' erecting aro deterfliined. The 
deviations shail.be balanced in such manner that nodetriment 
wilibe oaused to the strength and appearance o±' the structure. 
Special attention shali be given to the straightness of lines 
an surfaces exposed to view. 
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Erecting shall be completed in one continuous operation in 
order to prevent damages r stains by weather before nin•ts 
and other expused parts can be pr'rtected. 
4:94 Jcinting 
Unless utherwise agreed advanoe tests shall be made of load- 
carrying jointing compounds. The compressive strength f 
hirdened mortar shall ije studied on the basis of these tosts. 
Separate direetions will always be given for studying other 
properties such as resistance to frost. In order to deter- 
mne the ocmpressive strength of' concrete one test sample 
per each new 1 000 litres shall be taken during the work. 
The shape of sanipies and the performance of tests may gen- 
erally be in confc,rmance with instructions and direotione 
concerning grouting mixtures. Testing shall be carried out 
at an official rescarch institute. 
When cement pate or eoncrete mix Is used for jointing, di-
reotions on the preparation of concrete and grou -ting rnixture 
shall be f'ollowed, when applicable, in the preparation of' 
and jointing wi -th such materiais. Proportioning shall be as 
normal and it shall be submitted for approval before the 
work is commenced. Join -t surfaces shall be thoroughly clean- 
ed, for example, by compressed air and brushing. Joints shall 
not be sprinkled. Evaporation from jointing compound after 
jointing shall be prevented. In cold weathor the temperature 
of' mortar shall be at least +500 and not more than +40 00. 
At temperatures below —inc or if su.ch tompera -Lure is antici- 
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pated during jointing or in the next fow days, the struc- 
tures shall te heated so that •the jointing oompound will 
not freeze until having attained the so-called freezing 
strength. A special permission is required for electrical 
heating. 
Separate directione will e given en the UO and prepar9tion 
of other joining dompounde s.uch ao materii beod or 1i-
tumen and plastic. 
4:95 Oiher Directions 
Damaged elements shall not be fixed into structures wi±hrut 
a permission of the ResidentEngineer, although the damages 
were ofminor scope. Brcken parts;may be repaired only by 
an approved method. Thereshäll however be'nounsightly 
patohes on surfades exposedtoview. 
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5: 	STEEIWORK 
5:1 General 
5:11 Flans 
In view of preparirig steelwork only the assernbiing drawings 
are generally given in the Bridge Pian. The accurate dirnen-
sions and rnateriai specifications of ali parts ar indicated 
- on these Drawings and/or in the List ofParts. The rnanufac- 
turer shall prepare any additional drawings of parts, if 
deeined to be necessary by hirn. 
The manufaoturer shall prepare a detailederection pian and 
submit it for approvaJ. prior to the cominenoernent of erection 
or of preparatory works. 
5:12 Toleranoes 
Dimensional toierances nut given on the Bridge Pian or Gen--
eral Specifications shail be deterrnined by the manufaoturer. 
The tolerance f parts shaii be seleeted in view of require-
ments for the strength, peration an overali dimensions of 
the structure. 
5:13 Standard Specifications 
Besides the Pian and General Specifications, Finnish Stand-
ard Specifications shall be foliowed. Lacking these, appii-
cable foreign specifications shail 1oo usod, of which howe - r, 
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ci separate agreement shall e reached for ach case. 
5:2 Materiais 
5:21 General Requirements for Quality and Preparation 
With exceptions menticned later herein the quality rquire-
ments shall confor to the tandäd pecificaions for hich 
a marking has been given on the'Drawings. iven other direc-
tions may however be given in the Bridge Pln and/or other 
Documents on the quaiity requirernents of materiais. 
As for the manufaeturing method, steel used in welded struc-
tures. shall be M (Siemens-Nartin), E (electrioal emelting) 
or Y (oxygen biowing) steel. TheY-method may becippruved 
provided that the steel plant canalso be accepted. In eec-
ondary parts the W-quality conforming to DIN 17100 may also 
be approved. Steel to he used in the niost important elded 
structural members shall he killed and steel in other welded 
structures at least semi-killed. 
5:22 Ascertaining Adequacy 
Prior to the start of works the usahility of materjais shall 
be shown by teste and manufacturerts certifioates. The ship-
ment shall be specified in suoh manner that it may uimmbig-
uously be ascertained on the basis of certificates and mark-
ings on steel sectione to which smelting charge each section 
belongs. Sections marked deficiently may be rejected or 
tests may be required. separately for each section. 
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•In ordering for steel, accrnint shali be taken &f the fact 
that the number öftests prescri'bed inthe Standard Speci-
fications or other documeits tr' befollowed can be made. 
Test sampies shall be crdered as exoss lengths o± sections. 
Separate test sampies shall nct be approved. Test samples 
shall also be taken into account in cast sections. 
Test sampies shall bo marked in the presonce of the Resident 
Engineor, using the symbol specified by hirn. The manufactur-
er may remove teet sampies and work them into test bars 
specified in the Standard Specifications. Tests shall be 
carried out at an official research inetitute or elsewhere 
in the presence. of the Resident Engineer, provided however 
that in the latter aase official inspection certificates 
aro available of equipment used. 
In general, the number of tests o':deivery shalibe not 
more than that set out on the Standard.Specifications. For 
particular reasons even a larger number of teste maypruve 
necessary, for example if there is reason to suspec' the. 
uniform quality of a delivered steel shipment. Separate di-
rections will be given fcr each case on the number of tests 
of rivets and bol -ts and other special members. 
Frecautions shall be takenin,rder to make..the foliowing 
tests of steel sheets and sections: 
- tensile teet, both longitudinally and transversally for 
sheets 
- bending test, for shee -ts only in transverse direction 
- irnpact teet if' a requirement for resistance to impacts has 
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been prescribed in Standard Spcifications o' othor dcc-
uments.Unless otherwise agreed the impect teet of sheets 
is made only in transverse direction 
- spectral or Quant'vac analysis o± each teet bar Q±' the 
tensile test, hcwever unly one teet ef the sctme sheet and 
not more than three tests ef the same charge 
- welding teet if provided on the Standard Specificetione 
or other Docunients. 
5:23 Testing and Results 
Unless otherwise agreed teste shall be made in conformance 
with Finnish Standards, Dfl orSIS Standard Spccifications. 
The impact teet shall always be made by using a Charpy-V-
notch. Unless a lower temperature is prescribed in the S±arid- 
ard Specificationsor in other Documents the testing tem-
perature shall he ± 0 °C. In addition to the requirements of 
irnpact resistance cc an average of' three tests, iridividual 
tet results shali not be less than 2.5 kpm/cm2 . 
In the spectral or Quantovac analysis, at least the follcw-
ing elements shall be observed: C, Si, Nn, S, P, Cr, Cu, Al, 
V and Ti. Nitrogen (N) shall be determined in wet analysis 
by random tests if the permissible maximum quantity of nitro-
gen has been given in the Standard Specifications. 
If some of the tests will not show approvable results, twu 
new teste shall be made of different units. The new tests 
shall conform to specifications. A section, the resulis of 
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which do not meet the reQuirements shail be rejected al--
though the remaining s'tock were appröved on the basis cf 
newtests. In case that the first test is suspected. to be 
defeetive, a new te't of the ame section may be considered. 
5:3 	Direotiois for Wrkshop 	and 
Erecting Work 
5:31 Jdignment and Cutiing 
In measurernents of par±s the temperature and correction 
factors of measuring tape shall be taken into acoount. Un- 
less otherwise mentiuned, the d±mensions on Drawings aro 
given in a theoretical ereotion temperature of ± 0 ° C. 
Shrinkage resulting from welding has not been included in 
Drawings unless separately mentioned. The risk of shrinkage 
shall be determined on the basis uf experience 
AlLignment and cutting shall be carried eutso that there 
will be no detrimental stresses or notches impairing the 
strength f the parto. 
5:32 Riveting 
In JDrilling or punching for holes tho.parts. ohali be fixed 
into one another tightly. In riveted structures bridging 
welds shall not be used without a permission of the Resident 
Engineer. Prior to riveting, mating surfaces shall be cleaned 
and painted with one coat of' primer. 
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5:33 	iding 
Welding may be oarr±ed out only by skiiied welders who have 
pass.ed the qualifiQation test. The operators 0±' attornatic 
weiding equipment in particular shali 'oe quaiified. In weld- 
ing seoondary searns, weiders not passing the test welding 
0±' Category 4 or lower may be used only with a separate er-
mission o± the Resident Engineer. The quaii±'ications 0±' 
labour shali always be kept up-to-date. 
The weiding site shall bo protected against ram, SflDw fld 
wind. At temperatures beiow 000  weiding shali not be carried 
out without the permission o±' the Resident Engineer. The 
permission wili be granted provided that the weiding site 
wili be surrounded by a heated cover, that pre-heating is 
provided or that other necessary steps are taken. In ali 
weather conditions eare shall be taken to ensure that the 
seam te be bridged or welded is dry and clean and that 
electrode are dry. 
Welding eiectrodes shafl be selected to suit the basis ma-
terial and the work. Weiding sequence shail be prepared in 
view of minimizing stresses resulting from weiding. Thin 
eleotrodes should be avoided if roughening is to be antici-
paed owing to conditions, material thickness andi/or streng±h 
of material. 
Ali weids shail bo inspected ocuiariy. X-ray photos shail be 
taken of butt weids. Unless a fuli fiim is required for cer-
tain searns, random fiirns shailbe taken (0±'. Standard Speci- 
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ficaticns for Weided S±eei Structures 9 Item 6235). Further-
more, uitrasonic and nther studies Pay o carriod outo 
X-ray fiims shali be assessed in accordance with IIW (In-
ternational Institute cfWeiding) ciassification. In bridge 
structures at ieast• category :4 or "biue" is required. The 
weid ruri shali be even and smooth. Detrimental imevennesses 
sha.ii be repaired by grinding. The lega of ±'iiiet weids 
shafl,be uf the same length uniess otherwiso providcd on 
the Drawings. 
5:34 Friction Joints 
Finnish "Temporary Directions for Friction Joinis o Steel 
Structures" shail be observed. In speciai cases if the pian 
has beenpreparedon the basiso±' forein specifications it 
may be agreed that the workshaii be carried out in c'onform-
ance wi -th them. Even in these cases, however, Finnish speci-
ficatins shouid generaily be appiied. 
In bridge structures to be constructed in accordance with 
these Specifications the surfaces to be jointed shail be 
sand .biasted. The d9gree of cleaning shali be Sa 2 or better 
in accordance with the IVA olassification. With a permission 
given separately, smaiier and iess strained joints may be 
fiame cieaned. In adition to oii and grease, paint shail 
also 'cc remved by scivents prior to fiame cloaning. 
In bridge structures, hoit hoies shail not be made by punch- 
ing. Torciue wrenches that shail be officially inspected 
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shall be calibrated by torque values to be applied. Inspec-
tions shall be made dail3t in the presence of the Resident 
Engine er. 
T.he values of' wrenehes actuated by compressed air shall 1e 
determined by testsatan official esearch instituto 9 in 
which the elongation and oonsequent prestressing force shall 
be rneasured of' bolts to be used in structures. A determi- 
nation cf this kind shall be made always a' the beginnin 
of the work and afterwards at least once a 	The tight 
ncss of holts (at loast three) driven by these cquiprnent 
ehail be inspected daily by a calibrated torque wrench. 
A friction joint shall notbe closed Ijefore the Resident 
Engineer or a person appointed by hirn has checked that con-
tact surfaces have been treated as specified. The Resident 
Engineer shall ais attend the inspeotion f the prestress-
ing of bolts. 
535 Transport and Erecting 
For transport, structures shall be supprtod and protected 
in order to prevent detrirnental deformations sn staining 
te ari extent not possible to olean thoroughly. 
In hauling sections the location of lifting or supporting 
devices shall be carefully considercd. A pormission of the 
Resident Engineer is required for fixing lifting iugs and 
for making extra holes in the •section. Such measures shai1 
not impair the strength of the structurc. Rarks of wcldr 
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shail aiways be ground. even. 
Weiding of ioad-carrying structures cn the bridge site is 
prohibited withcut a separate permission. .A permission wili 
be granted provided that circunistances during weiding aro 
as specified in Item 5:33 ohove. 
TJnicss therwiso agreed the structure shali be test-assem-
bied either at the piant or in the vioinity of the bridge 
siteprior t th final erection. At this phase jointo 
shouid. 'oe adjusted to final position so that rivet or boit 
holes may be driiied to the final size. In any case cre 
shali he taken in assembiing sections to ensure tha± there 
wifl heno bends at joints or stressos notinciuded in the 
Bridge Pian. 
1±' steel sections have been cieaned and painted with prirner 
before assembiing, damages to paint shail he avoided. Im-
mersing painted sectiuns into saitiess water for a longer 
period and even a shorter immersion into sea water or into 
water containing industriai. waste is forhiddon. Braided 
steel ropes shali not he immersed even in non-poiiuted wa-
ter. 
5:4 0 1 e a n i n g 
5:41 General 
ihis Item of the Geri.erai Specificatons shail be observed 
in cleaning new steel structures for painting, g;1vanizing 
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or other protection against corrosion and in treatment af 
.contact surfaces at friction joints. These directions sh2ll 
be.oserved in cleaning of old structures, when applicablc. 
5:42 Removal of Greaso 
At the first stage greases 9 oils and sirniar irpurities 
shall be removed either by organic solvente or by deter-
gerts hav±ag offect on such materias (Cf. Itom 5:34). 
5 43 Sand-Elasting 
Frior to painting, äli surfaces hall bb cicaned by sand-
blastirg. In removal o thicke rust lrtyörs, ruet chippers 
and scrapers shall also be used. Should sen.-blasting of 
sorne individual parts proye speQially difficuit fiaine 
cleaning and wire brshing may also he pernitted as spoci-
fied hereinafter. 
Elasting material shall be dryan'J. clean sand, ran size 
about 1 mm and the maximum grain size 1.5 mm. 
In comparing the degree cf cleaning, the scale set out in 
SIS 055900 (IVA) shall he used. The thoroughncss c± clean-
ing shall he assessed immediately before painting is started 
by comparing the cleaned surface with photographs given in 
the Standard Specifications mentioned above. Should this 
method he considered too ambiguous by hoth par±ies 9 ono or 
more steel lates of about 50 cm x '50 crnnay he cleaned as 
rcferences. The refenco oheets shall he 	ored in e dry 
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and warm room in which no corrosion will develop. If nec-
essary, new reference surfaces shail e proparod. 
The degree of cleaning Sa 2 is sufficient for prirnere based 
on/ 
so-caiied drying oiis and fer friction joints (Cf. 5:34). 
A lower degree of cieaningis nct approved in bridge struc-
tures. The cieaned surface ehail be free from miii scale 
and rust. Only the bottoms of indentations may seem dark. 
The coiour f the surface may be a iittie darker than that 
o± a shining metal surface. 
The degree cf cleaning Sa 3 is required for prirors 9 the 
anti-corrosiun effect of which is based on so-cailed. cath-
odio protection (i.e. zinc dust primer). The cieaned sur-
face shail be thoroughiy shining. 
$ degree of' cloaning approximateiy hetween Sa 2 andSa3 is 
reciuired for ail other primers based on chemical reacting 
bindere and for primers based on aikydand.chlorinated rubber 
Ine dia. In this case reference piates shali aiways be pre-
pared. The represontative of' the paint factory may be heard 
as an expert. 
Painted surfaces shali not be damaged by sand-biasting. Sand 
used in biasting shail not be biown on newiy-pinted sur-
faces. 
Biasting with steel or other durabie grains is regarded as 
eQuivaient .f sand-biasting. 
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5:44 Flarne-Cleaning 
There aro restrie±ions as to the uso of this method (Ci. 
Ite 	5:43). 
Flame-cleaning shall be oarried out by rneans of' oxy-ace±y- 
lene fiame by using an appropriate jet. The recommended 
excess of oxygen is about 30 %. Special care shall he takon 
in this rnethod to provent darnages by heat to the cicened 
structure. 
Iii rernoving thick layers ei rust, ohippero and scrapers 
shall also be used. The speed ui the jet and the nurnbor ci 
treatments shall be suited to the size and the arnoont Ci 
rustof the sections to be cleaned.Biirnt waste shall he 
rornoved with wire brushes, soit wire brushes or similar at 
friction joints. Ä thurough fiarne cleaning may he consid-
ereä to correspond to the degree of' cleaning Sa 3. 
Aiter f1ame-c1eanin, painting shall not he carried out on 
a surface warrner than +70 °C. When spocial primers re used q 
 the temperature shuuld be negotiated with the manuiacturor 
(i.e. wash primer +3000). 
5:45 Wire Brushing 
This inethod can he used only by a special permission in 
exceptional casesif sand-blasting ur flame-cleaning cannut 
he used. On the other hand, oca11ed light oatings ci rust 
appearing aftor sand-hiosting may generally he removcd with 
wire hrush. 
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1Jire )rushing shali le carried out as thorough.ly as pos-
sibie. The degree of cleaning shail be St 3 as set out in 
IVA. Any miii soale shail be removed by other methods in 
connection with wire hrushing. 
5:46 Chernicai Rernoval ei' Rust 
So-caiied rus -t--rernovers may he used only with a separate 
permission. The method may he used only at iocations, the 
cleaning .of which wouid otherwise Qauseu.lreasonabie detri-
ments and costs. The resulting chemicaireaction shali he 
controiiabie•aiso under prevaiiing conditionson the site. 
The surf'ace treated before painting shali be thoroughiy 
cleaned ci' waste causing damage to steel and the coat ci' 
paint. 
5:47 Irotecting Clean Surfaces 
Öieaning and painting shali be scheduied so that cieaned 
surfaces may he painted in eight hours after cleaning. The 
time specified above appiies to work performed out-of--docrs 
unde,r dry weather conditions. A longer time may he permit- 
ted in dry indoors conditions, howevernot inore than 24 
hours. In any case, priming shail he performed before any 
rus±-forma -tjcn is observed. 
Ii' necessary,pre-treatment.(Wash primer, Haftgrund) may be 
used. A fiim ci' about 5is cons±dered to give sufficient 
protection against rust for nt longer than two weeks during 
which actuai priming shail he carried out. 
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.As for friction joints, direction on the same shall be ob-
served. 
5:5 2 a i n t i n g 
551 Faints and Coat Thicknesses 
Appropriate paints and putties shailbe used. If necesary, 
tests shall he made to assess'the quality and adequacy cf 
paint materiais. In selecting paints the foliowing factors 
shail iDe oonsidered: 
1) suitability for brLdges (humid cliriiate, resitance to 
weather of primers etc.), 2) adequacy of ali paints when 
used upon one anot1er (lubility, drying, adhesion etc.). 
It is generally preferable that painto of one manufacturer 
are used in ali iayers. The approval of suggested paint 
types is aff'ected by experiene and reliable test results 
and reports of the pompositiun and effects of the paints. 
When paints based cn lirseed uil, chlorinated rubber and 
alkyd l5inders a'e used, there shail he +wo primer and two 
finish coats, that is, four tmifcrm ooat of paint. The 
colour of vrious coats shail differ in 'der to improve 
the control of painting operations. 
The cornbined thickness of primer coats shall be 	70 and 
the overali thickness cf the cat of aint 	l3Op . The 
vals are averages and individu 	obervations may 15 10J 
lower. 
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Besides four uniform coats of paint the spots susoeptfble 
to corrjsion shail be strengthened. Spots like these in-
clude corners, angies, free edges and weided seams and the 
heads rf rivets and 'ooits. These spots shail be treated 
once with unthinned primer applied after the first uniform 
eoat of primer. The work may be carried out in connecticn 
with so-cailed patching. In friction joints, strengthening 
shali be carried out as soon as sossihle after tihtening. 
Iloles irnpossi 1ole to paint shall be filled with putty. The 
puty shail be specially suited to the purpose (e.g. suit-
able for use with selectod paints). 
At riveted and holted joints the mating surfaces ehali be 
ainted with one coat of primer. The contact surfaces of 
friction juints shall be carefully protected during paint-
ing. 
When paint types other than those mentioned above are used 
a separate agreement wili be made for eaQ.h c,ase on the num-
ber end thickness ef coats. 
The iast cuat of paint shall have the tint KY 4, KY 8 or 
KY 11 in accordance with the General Colour Map 1 ('Ky-
kartta 1") of Anti-Corrosion Paints issued by the Cntra1 
Society for Chemistry, that is, light grey. On smailer sur-
faces, aluminium may alsc be used. Even otherdirections may 
be given fcr the coiour in the Bridge Pian or in other Doc-
uments. 
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5:52 Fainting 
The surface to be painted shall be olean and dry. Rernains 
bf blasting sand and other waste shall be torough1y re-
moved by means cf a vacuurn cleaner. or other efficient dc-
vice. The temperature of the surfaoe shall suit the type 
of• paint. 
The first coat of prirner shail he spread by brush uniese 
othorwise agreed. The work shail be carried out with pro-
fessional skiii. Speciai attenticn shali be given to ccr-
ners, free edges and he?ds ef boits and rivete. 
Subseciuent coats may he appiied by means of high-pressui- e 
sprayers without the adrnixture of air or bymeans of roll-
ers. In spraying account shall he taken of the. toxity end 
other properties of paints. 
Fuinting shall he carried out only under dry weather con-
ditions. The temperature of air and of the piece to..be 
painted shall he 	+5 °C and the relative humidity 	65 %. 
These directions shali apply to paints based on iinsoed cii, 
chiorinated rubber and alkyd binders. When other types 0±' 
paint are used, the diretions of the manufaoturer shali he 
observed. 
Generally, paints shail not he thinned. 1±' necessary the 
use of thinner may however be approved in a proportion re-
commended by the manufaoturer. It is reeommendod th.at the 
oonsuinption of paint is discussed with the rnanufacturer and 
that the consumption is checked continuously during the 
work. 
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Friming may be carried. out either at the piant oron the 
bridgesite. Ii', fcr exampie, owii te assembiy, the ätei 
structure has to rernain without a finishing ooat op.aint 
for a longer period, so-caiied weather-proof primer shail 
e used.. 
Spots damaged during hauiing and assembiing shail be clean-
cd and aarefuily patched with paint. Priming coat shali be 
covered by a finishing coat as soon as possiiDie. 
5:53 orking Pian and Inspections 
A report of painting operations shali be prepared in good 
time hefore the work is started. The report shail inolude 
the foflowing information: 
- paints used 
- cleaning methods and piaces it is performed 
- painting method, equipment and device used and the site 
ii is executed 
- sohedule: and its relation to the progress of workshop 
operrttions and assembiing. 
i2ain±ing operations shail not be commenced untii the Re-
sident Engineer has ehecked and approved the cleaning of 
the surface. .Always prior to the appiication of a new coat 
of paint the Resident Engineer shail cheok and approve the 
previous coat as weli as any patchings and strengthenings. 
Daily notes shali be made in site records rbout the tempera-
ture and humidity of air as weli as about inspections. 
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The alove thicknesses o± the coat ef paint mean values that 
may be measured by an ' 1Eicometer' or some othe magnetic 
measuring device from the finai siructure. During measuring 
the coat of paint shali be dry. The.thickness may aiso be 
assessed on the basis cf the consumption of paini. Evan 
other measuring device may be uscd. 
5:6 Gaivanjzatj(n 
5 :61 Pre-Treatment 
Parts to be gaivanized shail be thoroughiy cieaned by sand-
biasting rr by another approvabie method (Sa 3). Detrimen-
tai edges, cracks, uneven weids and spiashos shali also be 
removed, for instance, by grinding. 
5:62 Hot Dip Gaivanizing 
Hot zinc shali be appiied in conform T nce  with the Finnish 
Standard Specifications ui' Meti Industry TES 917-98. The 
ciassifjcatjan of' the hot-zi.nc coat shali be Zn k 700 uniess 
otherwise agreed. The quaiity ccntroi, sampiing and inspect-
ing shali aiso conform to the TES Standard Specifications. 
5:63 Other Methods 
Separate directions wi11 be given for each ctsa on the usa 
of zinc spraying and eiectroly -tic methods. 
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5:64 Other ]Directions 
Parts to he cast inside concrete ehail not he gaivanized. 
At the buräer, gaivanization shail however extend by 2...5 
ci inside conqrete.. When separately agred, suoh parts in-
side ooncrete may he gaivanized the bonding of which is 
of minor importanoe. 
Gsivanized prts shti1 not he weided ur worked unloss re-
quired by the Bridge Pian. Damaged surfaces ehail he re-
paired as set out.in Item 11 of TES 917-98 Specifications. 
5:65 Fainting Givanized Surfaces 
Should the colcur of gaivanized surfaces exposed ±0 VCW, 
i.e. in gtiardraiis, be too uneven, these surfaces shali he 
pain-ted. Speciai paints deveioped fr he purpose may only 
he used in painting gaivanized surfaces. 
- 	 - 
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6: 	TIMBER\JORK 
6:1 G e n e r a 1 
Thesb Specifications primarily apply to perrnnent timbor 
structures and reserve bridges.When applicable, these di-
rections shall be observed also in the construction ot' scaf-
foldings and similar temporary structures. 
The strength cf timber sha11be as set out on the IPian. Un-
Iess th .strength category has been indicated, timber of at 
least Category II shall be used in the load-carrying parts 
of bridges and scaffoldings. Sawn. timber shali be sorted as 
set out in the Standard Specifications for Timber and in 
the Bulletin No. 93 of the State Institu±e for Technical 
Rcsearoh. Should there be no duly marked tirnber available, 
sorting and marking as set out in the Bulletin shall be 
carried out on the site. The person sorting ±irn1or shall e 
skilled in this task. In sorting other timber, direotione 
on sawn timber shall be followed, when zpp1icah1c. 
6:2 Structures 	Made 	On 	Site 
Jhen timber is placed nt» s±ructures cnre shi1 be taken 
to ensure that the prperties of strength 9 curvature etc. 
will resist strains es well as pussible. 
In bent etrueturos the stronger side, that is the side more 
resistant to terision, shall be placed on the side of tension, 
which in twc-strut bearne is on the underside of the girder 
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and in cantilevers as weli as at the stuts on the upper 
surface of the girder. In marked timber the harder side has 
1eon marked. As for ether tim'ber, the harder side shail 'oe 
found during the work. Knots and other defoct shali be 
avoided on the side o±' tensicn as far as possibie. Iii bent 
beams there shali be no significant curvature, at least not 
in the horizontai level. or in other level at right angies 
te the direotion of the fcrce. 
In structures exposed to tensile stress as faultiese timber 
as possibie shali be used. Groups of' knots are especiaiiy 
detrirnental. Any minor d.efects shall be symmetriaally dis-
porsed. 
In structures strained by pressure as straight timber as 
possibie shail be used. The deviation of he oentraiine may 
be not more than 0.5 % of the distance 'oetween moasuring 
points. Notches and weak spots o±her than those provided cn 
the Pian are not permitted. 
Joints shail be made with spcoiai care. Parts shail be 
piaced accuriteiy against one another, particuiariy in pres-
sed joints. At joints important frorn the point af view öf 
the strength ef the structure thin wedges or chips shail not 
be used as fili. At pressed joints fili maeTiai not pro-
vided on the Pian against the fitres of which the pressure 
is directed at right angies shali not genorally be used. 
Joints f pressed struotures shali be fitted accurateiy in 
0 coneentric position. 
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The holes for bolte shall he drilled accurately c the 
size of the shank. .Aithough no nailing formulas were iren 
on the Pian 9 the naiis shafl be piaced in an overiapping 
pattern in respect of the fihres of timber so that there 
is nö risk of spiitting. Shouid the timber sections spiit 
at the joint studie si.aii he made for the causes and i 
shali he oonsidered separately for each case whether en?I 
by what means the defeet shall he repaired. 
6:3 Prefabricated 	Stiicturs 
In these Speoifications prefabricated structi.ires meansec-
tions prepared in a factory cr u.nder similar condLtions. 
The directions given in Item 6:2 above shafl be foliowed 9 
when appiicabie. 	. -. 
Jhen bridge structures are made ot dxy tinihor material, 
accourit shali he taken ef that conditions wili eneraiiy he 
relatively humid. In manufacuring giued structures direc- 
tions for the moisture of. timber given in the. Standard 
Specifica,tion for Timber shail he foiiowed. If necess.ary, 
tests shail he made or othor roiiable.means shall he used 
te ciarify that the giued structure wili not he damaged by 
the changs of humidity to whioh it wili he exposed on the 
bridge site. 
Weather-prof giues, fLr exampie phenoiic and resorsinol 
giues shali he used in bridge structures. 
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6:4 Pre s erva t jon 
Steps shall be taken during the work as far as possible 
and within the limits presciibed by the Bridge Pian to 
piace timber sections so that air wili freeiy flow arou.nd 
the seotions. If there are more than one layer in th 
bridge deck, the upmost iayer shall be made tight. Water 
shali be ccnveyed from the deck sn that it will not flow 
on underiying lcad-carrying structuros. Ali timher scctons 
and particulariy those made of sawn timber shail he sepa-
rated from concrete, stone and earth fili by means of mois- 
ture-retaining layer c±, for exarnpie, insulating feit 
metai sheet. 
In permanent hridge structures impregnated iimber only may 
he useä. Pine shail generaily be the type of timber used. 
IPiles may however, he of' pressure-impregnated spruce. The 
use ot pressure-impregnated round spruce in other load-
carring structures (i.e. in main girders) may he consid- 
ered provided it may he ensured that twisting wili not 
cause detriments to the carrying cap?city or forrn of the 
structure. 
A reliahle method and impregnaiing compound hall he used. 
The string and humidity conditions of timber shali he as 
advantageous as possibie from the point of view of imnreg-
nation. The efficiency of impregnation shail he checkeci, 
for example, at cut surfaces. Poorly impregnated timber 
shali net he used in permanent structuros 
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I shall be borne iii mmd that timber treaed wih creosote 
oil is highly flammable and consequently, such timber shall 
be avoided in superstructures. It shall not be used in the 
deck structures of steel bridges without a special permis-
sion. 
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7: 	WATERFROOFING AND DECK SURFACING 
7:1 Gene ral 
The surfaces ±0 be handled and the me±hod of waterprooIihg 
are given cn the Bridge P1an. The Staridai'd Spocificatic' 
for Waterproofing and Dampproofing ha11 e obervcd 9 he 
ap1icah1e. 
.As for protective concrete, only complementary direc±ions 
are given in this Item. The directions given in Item 4 
above ehail be followed, when applicable. 
In cons±ructing asphalt surfacings, Section 17 öf the Gen-
eral :Specifications for Röad Construction shali be follow-
ed when applicable. 
7:2 A p p 1 i c a t i j n s 	o f 	B i t u m e n 
7:21 Cold Application 
The purpos of cold app1icatioi is to improve the adhesion 
of the waterproofing layer or surfacing and to increase the 
strength of the waterproofing layer. 
Cut-back bitumen ohali generally be used in cold. application. 
In horizon±al surfaces the use of bitumen emulsion may also 
he considered with a separate permission. Both bitumen ma-
teriale shall he prepared of blown bitumen IPB 85/25 or an-
other bi -tumen suited to the purpose. An adhesive agent suit-
cd to concrete surfaces shall he used as an additive. 
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A repor± o± the mix proportions and properties of' the prd-
uct and any trade mark shall 'he su'bmit'ted for the approval 
of the Resident Engineer. 
The q,uantity o± cut-back 'bitumen or emulsion us.ed in cold 
application shall 'he 0.3...0.5kg/m2 . The material may 'he 
applied by spreading, 'hrushing or spraying.' Surfaces to 'he 
treated ehail 'he olean and dry. Spreading of bitumen ernul-
sion Onto a damp concrete surfaoe may 'he considcred with a 
special permission. During warm seasons concrete surfaces 
shall not be treated earlier than one week after eoncreting. 
Cold applicaticn shail not 'he carried out without a sDecial 
permission if the temperature o± the structureor air is 
'h1ow +5 °C. The cold pp1ication shall 'he dry 	fore hot 
'bitumen is spread on it. 
7:22 Hot pp1icaticn 
In ht application hitumen PE 85/40 shali 'he used the 
spreading temperature being a'hout 200 °C. The thickness of 
the layer shall'he as uriiform as possible. The consumption 
of bitumen shali 'he at least 1.5'. kg/m 2 . Bitumen ehali rot 
'he used excessively 'hecause it may, when fiowing on exposed 
urfaces or coliecting at some spots, 'he detrimental to the 
appearance or the strength of proteotive concrete. This 
shall especiaily be taken into account when Tork is carried 
out in coid when the base must 'he heated, if nocessary. 
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7:3 Danppro ofing 
7:31 Ordinary Dampproo±'ing 
An ord.inary dampproofing consists of one .coid and. one ht 
appiication with iturnen 
7:32 JDcubie Dampproofing 
In ddition to the above there shali 'oe another hot appii-
cation. 
7:4 	W a t e r p r o o fi n g and 	Ins ui a t i on 
Against Water Pressuro 
7:41 Bitumen-Sheet Insulation 
The concrete surface to be insulated shali be thoroughly 
ieveiied (Of. 4:47 and 4:48). The angies of verticai and. 
horizontal surfaces shali be rounded off at a radius of 
not less than 5 cm and the vertical corners so that biturnen 
sheet bends without breaking. 
This type o±' waterproofing shail consist of the loliowing 
iayers (from hottom): 
- cold application 
- hot application 
- iass fihre bitumen sheet with a type marker according to 
RT-card 203.941 of ML 500/4200 in which the figure 500 
rneans the norninal weight (g/rn 2 ) of ias fibre fabric and 
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the figure 4200 the nominal weight (g/m2 ) of the product. 
The bitumen sheet shall he pressed. onto hot bitumen. The 
temperature of applied bitumen shall not he significantly 
lower than 200 °C. The temperature of' the fabric during 
spreading shall he not less than 20 °C. Local heating shall 
he used when making sharp bends. Sheet strips shall he 
overlapped at least by 10 cm taking account of the direc-
ilon of' the flow of water. The seams shall he jointod hy 
hot bitumen or by heating. The jcints shali then he hrushed 
once with hot biturnen. 
When agreed separately, jute bitumon sheet, type markor 
NJ 300/4000, inay he used instead of giass fibre bitumen 
sheet. 
742 Insuletion with Jute Fahric and Bitumen 
Concrete surfaces shali he treated as set out iii Item 7:41 
above. Instead of roLmding-off corners, sharp edges shali 
generaily he removed. 
This type ef waterproofing ehail consist 0f the foliowing 
iayers: 
- coid applicaticr 
- hot appiication 
- jute fabric with a nominal weight of not1es thai 
300 
- hot appiication, 
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Jute cloth shail te pressed tightiy into the underiying 
hot litumen iayer. The :strips shali be overiapped by not 
lees than 10 cm taking account of the fiow of water.or- 
ners, angies and. hends as weli as areas around outiets 
shali he strengthened by a 15...20 cm wide jute cioth 
strip giued with hot bitumen. .A uniform hot application 
ehail be the upmost iayer. Bitumen shali not he uscd eo 
excessiveiy tliat it iiii fl&w from beiow the proteotive 
concrete. - 
Instead of jute fabric a giassfibre fabric Tith 	ncminal 
2 weight of nct iess than 180 g/rn may 1e used. 
7:43 Other Methods 
The specificatins for other waterproofing systrns and for 
insulation against water pressure are given inthe Bridge 
Pian. When appiicabie, directions given above in Itoms 
7:41 and 7:42 shali he fcilowed. 
7:5 Frotective 	Concrete 
The thickness of protective concrete shail be 5 cm. Uniess 
otherwise provided on the BridgePIari its reinforcement 
shailbe tied cf wires 	6 	15 cm/A 22 ormade of weided 
fahric $ 5 	15/B 50 V. 
Any equivalent reinfcrcement may aiso he used. 
The quaiity and streng±h category of concrete shail be BK 
)li . 
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The 6axirnuni grain size of aggregate shail be 16 mm and the 
percentages of material passing through. sieves as foliows: 
	
44. 0.125 mm 	3... 5 % 
1.0 	" 28...32 % 
4.0 	" 	 4'5...55 
The concrete mix shali contain air-entraining agont se that 
the quantity of entrained air mentioned in Item 451 shali 
be at ieast 3 	of the voiume of concrote. Concrete shail 
be proportioned as stiff as possibie, 5...10 °VB and a piano 
vibratur shail be used in compaction. 
The surface of protective concrete shali be graded by 
grinding with timber. The maximum permissibie unevenness 
over a distance of 5 m is 12 mm provided that there wili 
be no däpressions coiiecting water. The average deviation 
of the surfaco observed hy ieveiing from the level provided 
on the Pian shali not exceed ± 1 cm and the iargest inoas-
ured deviation not more than ± 2 cm. Water sprinkied on 
rrotective concrete shali not pond in depressions. Without 
a separate permission protective concrete shail at no spot 
he made more than 2 cm thjcker than the theoreticai thick-
nees and thinner than 4 cm. The average thickness shail not 
he more than 1.5 cm larger than set aut on the Pian. 
As soon as possibie after pouringthe surfac ci' prctective 
concrete shali he protected and kept damp in accordnnce 
\!ith Item 4:47. 
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7:6 S u. r f a 0 	II g 
7:6lAsphait Surfacing of Roadway 
Uniess otherwise provided on the Bridge Pian or other 
Documents to be foiiowed, the protective concrete shali IDe 
covered by the foliowing surfacing courses: 
1. Sealing Coursc. 
Coid bitumen applicaticn as set ou± on 11cm 7:21 account 
beiig takea of the fact that cut-back bitumenused shail 
IDe suitabie for seaiing of asphalt surfaoings and the 
consurnption of the sealant 0.4...0.5 kg/m 2 . 
2. Einder Courso 
A somewhat open asphait concrete Ab 12...18/70 kg/m 2 or 
gravel asphait ccncrete SAID 12...18/70 kg/m 2 . Biten 
E 120 tL IDe used. as binder. The announced consumption 
corresponding to a iayer thickness o± about 3 cm. 
3. Wearing Course 
As dense ashait concrete as possihie Ab 12...15/7b kg/m 2 
 or gravel asphait concrete SAID 12...15/70 kg/m2 with 
bitumen B 120 as binder, or sand asphait concrete IIAID/ 
2. (0 Kg/m with bitumen B 80 as binder. The surface of 
sand asphait. concrete shafl be roughened by bituminous 
chips 12...18 (20) mmwith a quantity of binder B 80 of' 
2 1.3...1.5 %. Chippings in a quantity of 6...10 kg/m 
shail IDe used for roughening. The thicknoss of the sur-
facing course shali IDe about 3 cm. 
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As for the binder course Ah or S.Ab may he selectcd depend-
ing on the availability of aggregate. On high-class paved 
roads the wearing course on the bridge shall generally he 
of the same type as on the road. Otherwise,, the more ad- 
vantageous alternative may he selec±ed unlees otherwise 
agreed. 
7:62 Asphalt Surfacings for Footwalks and Bicycle Paths 
The surfacing shall consist of a sealing course and a 3 cm 
thick wearing curse to •bo constructed as set out in Item 
7:61 above. Unless a footwalk or hicycle path has •been dc-
signed for'vehiclels the mixture shaliL he spread man-
ually, and a vihrating piate, hand roller or a light static 
wheel roller not more than 1.5 tons in weight shall he 
used in compacting. In surfacing old briö.ges and even in 
other specia'l cases the maximum permissibio weight of the 
roller shall he determined separately for each ase and 
mastic asphalt may also be used. The surface of sand as-
phalt concrete en footwalks and bicycle paths is not rough-
ened. The surface shall he dense and smooth. 
7:63 Other Surfacing Types 
Should the proteofive concrete he covered by unbound or 
hound pavement coursesof the road the surfacing of the 
road shall he carried over the bridge. 
Detailed diroctione for surfucings othcr thun asphalt und 
for ali surfacings of both steel and wooden bridgedecks 
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re given on the Bridgc Pian or in other Documents tO he 
foiiowed. 
7:64 Joints 
The joints 0±' surfacings sot out on the Pian shall 1e fili-
cd with a sealing compound tased on titum 	Ii shail gen- 
erally te prepared of tiown titumen PIB 85/40 or PB 95/35 
using asbestcs cr limestone powder as. fiiler. The quantity 
o±' bitumen shail .e atieast 60 % of the weight o±' the 
rnixture. 0±' the fiilor, 80 % shail pass through a. 0.074 mm-
sieve. In order te improve elasticity, approvatie additives 
such as rutber may te used. The jointing compound shail te 
of uiiiform quaiity and fiexitle enough in a temperature 
of 150...200°C. Prior to pouring of the compound the joint 
shali 'e theroughiy cieaned and treated.withcut-tack bi-
tumcn. 
Even other approvable jcinting compcunds may te used, pro-
vided hat good resuits have teen cttained of their use in 
practice. 
7:7 Other 	Directions 
iPrecauticns shali te taken at ali stages oT waterproofing 
and surfacing operations against staining exposed. concrete 
and steei surfaces with titumen. In concrete surfaces fac-
ing the ground the dampproofing shali te ended. about 10 cm 
beiow the theoreticai ground ievei. Breaking o±' insulaiing 
iayers during the .,,rork shaii te prevented. Ii' necessary, 
a thin iayer uf f jne sand rnay te used as a temporary pro-. 
tective iayer. 	-________________________________________ 
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8: 	SPECIAL PARTS 
8:1 Bearings 	and 	Hinges 
8:11 Drawings and Nteria1s 
In general, bearings and hinges shall be made in conform-
ance with detaiied drawings appended to the Bridge Pian. 
For speciai bearinge, made according to the pian of the 
manufacturer, informaticn for ordering and design. only wili 
be given. 
The directione and reguiations for steel structures in gen-
erai aiso appiy to the materiais, delivery, manufacturing, 
cleaning and paintingf steel bearings. 
The requireme.ntsfor the atriai.and construction of spe-
ciai bearings are generaily as set out on the approvai doc-
uments in the country f manufacturing. However, weather 
and other cunditions en the bridge site shail be raken iito 
account when the adequacy of bearings is assossed. 
The biturnen feit used in hinges shall he insulating feit 
A No. 0:or giass fibre insuiating feit withtype markings 
as set out in RT eard 203.941 are EA 500/2300 and EL 70/ 
2000. The feit ehail he giu.ed to the base and agains± one 
another wi -th hot hitumen. Concrete surfaces shail further-
more he treated hy coid bitumen appiication before sealing. 
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8:12 Ins tallation 
Frior to the instaliation of bearings it shali he ensured 
that materiais and preparation cbnform to the specified 
requirements. 
In installing bearinge account shall he token of the move-
ments of the superstructure due to the shrinkage and creep 
of concrete and temperature variations. In large bridges 
longitudinal movement may aiso he caused hy defiections of 
the superstructure which shall be taken into account. In 
prestressed structures aiiowance ehail also he made for 
elastio oompressicn. •The bearinge shali •be instaiied con-
centricaiiy when the bridge is lcoded by dead load ond the 
temperature being 0 ° C. 
The base piates of bearings shall nct enera11y he gruted 
before the whoie supertructure has been instaiied. In 
oast-in-piace concrete bridges bearings shafl however he 
norinaily fixed into the substructure be±ore the superstruc-
ture is concreted. The toleranoes permissible iii the in-
stallation of bearings shali he considered soporotely for 
each caseaccount.being taken f any extra strains caused 
hy the incorrect position of bearings to the heerings them-
selves or to other bridge structure. 
TJriless detaiied instructions for fixing of hoarings ero 
given in the Bridge Pian, the perforrner of the work ehali 
decide on the rnost expedien materiais and niethods. The 
approval ef the Resident Engineer ehali he ocquired for the 
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suggestion. When the base piates cf learings :re cast into 
substructures, proper steps shall be taken to ensure that 
the bearing base will be filled. Special grouts are re-
cornmended being easy to cast and nc't shrinking when hard-
ening. 
8:1 Oiher Directions 
Installation sheets and bolts as well as other accesscries 
must be removed as saan as possible after fixing of bear-
inge. Care shall also be taken during the work to ensure 
Ihat these devices will not obstruot the movement of the 
bridge. 
Steel parts of bearings and hinges shall b c.oated twiee 
with red lead or like. Pinish coating shall also be carried 
out twice with painis suited to steelwork. The tint ci the 
finish coat in steel bridges shall be the same as on other 
bridge struetures and in concrete bridges grey or alumin-
iurn (Ci. 5:51). 
Sliding and rolling surfaces shall not be prtinted. They 
shall be treated with suitable anti-corrosion lubricants. 
8:2 ixpan s ion 	Jo mts 
821 General 
The structure will be shcwn in Drawings. Ifformatiön only 
for orderE will he given ci p.tttented spocial structur. 
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The adequacy cfmaterials shall hascertaine in a proper 
way. Unless otherwise agreed, requirementsscufied in 
Item 5:2 shall apply to steel material, when possible. 
8:22 Expansicn Joint Devices 
Ccre shall 1oe taken during insa11ation te nsuro that the 
fuiictioning ci' the devioe is posib1e. Should it be neces- 
sry during concreting to fix the sections temporarily, 
they, shall be abso1ute1r taken apart before ohstructing the 
rnovemnt ci' the brldge caused by shrinkage. 
Ii' the bridge is supported at the expansion joint on rubber 
bearings in which a significant cornpression canbe oboer-
ved as a resuit o± the weight ci' the brid.ge, the parts ci' 
expansion jint obstructing vertical movernent at thQ joint 
must not be fixed before load-carrying scaffoldings have 
been stripped. A part like this is the so-calied cover 
piate or like. 
Welding shall be carrid out as set out in Itom 5:33, when 
possible. Deformed bars shall not be used as dowels. Farts 
twisted by welding cr some other reason shall be bent at 
the shop accurately to the ehape oi' the bridge deck. Inter-
mittent, plug or siot welds must not be used in fixing ci' 
parts. 
Sunfaoes of steel parts other than thcso inside concrete 
shall be painted twice with paint basd: bit bitumen reaction 
or similar paints resistant to water and salts. 
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Cleaning may bo 'by wire-'brushing (St 2) unless sand ljlast-
ing can be arranged. 
8:23 Sealing Compcunds and Strips 
Approvable sealing compounds and strips shall be used. In 
selecting materiais account shall bo taken among others, 
.of the size and speed of movenient at he joint, reciuire -
ments 'fur watertightness and possihilitios of maintcnance. 
Strips made af rapidly ageing material rnust not be used 
Sealing compounds shall adhere well tojo.int surfaces. iii 
exposed conorete structures the colour of sealing compourid 
shall he light grey. Directions for sealing of jointe in 
pavement have been given in Item 7:64 herein. 
8:24 Other Directons 
Expansion joints shali generally he watertight. Care shall 
1e taken during the work to ensure that the joint wil]. re-
sist anticipated mvements without breaking. Such material 
ehali he used as a form or an intermediate sheet as will 
not stain exposed structures ewing to the inoisture of con-
cretc or sprinkling water. Piliers harTnful to the appear-
ance ehail he removed. 
8:3 Guardrails 
8:31 Nateriais and Cunstruction 
The typicai drawings to he followed are rnentioned in the 
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Bridge Pian. In the same connection, the method of' surface 
teatment - pa±nting cr hot' dip galvanizing ; - is aiso 
specified. The directions' for steelwork (Cf. Item 5:) shali 
aiso apply to the material and manufacturing of guardrails 
inclu.ding cleaning, painting or galvanizing. Special at-
tention shall however be given to finishing. Ali sharp 
edges and so-called splashes from welds shall te rernoved 
by grinding. 
8:32 Installation 
The guardrail shall always e installed to the aiignment. 
of the road edge and grade although the structure to which 
the rail is to be fixed were deviating from the same (ie. 
straight superstructure of the bridge in a iong-radiis. 
ourve). The prsts shall he instaiied in a vertical position. 
Recesses ieft in concrete for instaiiation shail he protect-
ed so that water will not freeze, or they shali he fitted 
with outlet pipes on which a more detaild agrment shali 
b. made with the Residnt Engineer. Ingroutingrail psts 
care shail he taken to nsure that the recosses aro f±lled 
and coripacted so that no damag will he caused by water. 
8:4Drainage 	of Eridge 	D 	ek 
8:41 Enurai 
Sewerage devicos and superelevations cf the surfaco of 
structures and any ohanneis for water aro givon oi the 
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Pians. Errcrs made during the wcrk and the inaccuracy ef' 
measiirements shail not restiit in Lbstruotions f'OT cOflVey-
anee ef' water from the hridge deck. 
8:42 Guiiey Pois and Channels 
Uniess otherwise provided on the Bridge Pian casi iron 
pipes shali he uscd as guiiey pots. The pipos shali he 
cast into load-carrying concrete siructures. Concreto a-
round the pipe shail he thoroughiy compacted. The insula- 
tien shali he raised undamaged ahout 5 cm upwards along 
the pipe. The junction of asphait surf'acing and the guiley 
pot shail betightened hi eaiing coPipound in conformance 
with Item 7:64. The joint shali he rdguiar and ahout 2 cm 
wide. The upper surfac cf the guiiey pot shali he :huui 
0.5 cm lower ihan the surrounding asphait surf'ace.or the 
boitom of the channei. The difference in hoight shail he 
ioveiied by the sealing compound. 
The maximum permissibie depth ofthe charindi has gcnerafly 
been given cn the Drawings. The bottom of the ohannoi shafl 
not he iower than the surface of' the bindor course of the 
surfacing. If the iongitudinai siope fail o± the bridge is 
at ieast 1 %, the depth of the channei may he heid consiani. 
1±' the siope fali is smaiier the bottom of the chännei shali 
be made sioping so that the most bonoficiai resuit wiii he 
achieved from the point of' view of fiow of wator. In that 
case, the hottom ef the ohannel shail risc to the surface 
o± the wearing course between guliles. 
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8:43 Structurai Drains 
Structurai dram pipes shail he placed so that the head is 
flush with the ioad-carrying conorete siab and the end 
beiow the soffit by the thickness of the form board unless 
othor directions have 1een given on the Bridgc Pian. In- 
sulation shall be carried over the edges of the pipe. A 
cone-shaped hole shall he made in protoctivo concrote at 
the pipe from which water coilecting on protootivo con-
crete can be conveyed. Prior to surfacing operations a 
dense brass mesh shafl be placed n the pipo to prevont 
asphlt mixture fromentering the - pipe. Prior to spreading 
of asphait, holes shailbe fiiled flush with the surface 
of protactive concrete with surfacing mix poor in biturnon 
used in binder course, a' -'.d iightiy compacted. 
1± shall he cheoked during the work that no signifieant 
amounts of water will collect on the deck boing conveyed 
away through drip pipes. If necessary, additional pipes 
ohail be instalied or other steps sh-all he taken to improve 
drainage. Drill±ng holes in a permanent structure shafl 
generaily he taken es a revision of the Eridge Pian. 
8:5 	pproach 	Siab 
8:51 General 
Pn approach slab shail he cast as lato as possibio so that 
the embankment below has aiready settled. Dircctions, and. 
roquirements for filiing and compacting ombankmont hava 
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'boen given in 11cm 3:51 herein and in Itom 1540 of' the 
General Specif'ioatirns fcr Rrad Construction. 
8:52 Cast-in-place Slabs 
A piastic memlDrano shall be spread on compactod oarth. 
The thicknoss of' the concrete iayerprotocting stoolin 
the underside of' the slab shali be not less than 3.0 m. 
Unlcss. ctherwise provided on.the Bridgo Pian the quality 
and strength category o±' ccncrete shll be BK 300. Con-
orote shall bo proportionod. eiastic or stiff. The amount 
ofentrained air achieved by additivesshali bo not loss 
than 3 % cf' the volumeofconcrete imiess othorwiso agrocd. 
Di.rections given in Item 4: herinshail bo obsrvod. 
The approach slab shall att be cast into wing walis. The 
spaec betweon shall bo at least 5 cm. 
8:53 IPrefabricated Slabs 
Diroctions given in Item 4:9 herein ehali bo obsorved in 
profabrication cf' slabs. The location of fixing dowels 
shail bo checked by moasuring prior to prefabrication. TLc 
basc shall be levolled and compacted so that the elab is 
wii±'ormly supported at ali spots. 
8:6 Oiher 	Devicos 
Devices inciuded in this 11cm aro, among othcrs, ciamps ef 
lighting coiumns, ubes, cabies, channeis and oharge spacos. 
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In constructing spaces for charges diroctions ehali c ao-
cura±eiy otservod 
2he dvices shall hc fixed either during concreting or 
holes ehali he resurved for later instaiiation. In cas±ing 
lator on directions given in Item 4:48 shali he OhSOTVOd. 
Making additionai hoies and reser 'iations not inciudod in 
the Eridgo Pian shail bo rogardod as a rovision of the 
Pian. 
Roinforcement bars in the way of h1es and rocessos must 
not he dispiacod or cut off without a permission of' the 
Resident Engineer. Cut bar shail goneraily he ropiacod by 
edditicnai bar piacod next to the hole. 
Recessos shali he proteotod against froszing of wator coi-
iected therein. 
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